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A. ATTENDANCE AND ORGANIZATION OF WORK

1. The sixth meeting of the Technical Preparatory Committee of the

Whole was held in Addis Ababa from'l!5 to 22 April 1985. Formal opening

addressee were delivered by Comrade Mersie Ejigu, Head9 General Plan

Department, Central Planning Supreme Council, Minister and alternate

member of: WPE-, and the Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission

for Africa (see section C beiow). ! -.

2. The meeting was attended by representatives of the following States ■

members of the Commission: Algeria, Angola9 Benin, Botswana-, Burundi, ;

Cameroon, the Central African Republic, Chad, the Congo, the Comproa, . y

Djibouti, Egypt, Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, Gabon, the Gambia, Ghana,

Guinea, the Ivory Coast, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya,

Madagascar; Malawi, Mali,- Morocco, Mozambique, the Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda,

Senegal, Sierra Leone, t&e Sudan; Togo, Tunisia, Uganda, the United Republic

of Tanzania, Zaire, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

3. The following States not members of the Commission, sent observers :

Cuba, France, India, the Netherlands, Poland, the United Kingdom of Great

Britain and Northern Ireland, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and

the United States of America.

4. The Pan-Africanist Congress of Azania (PAC) was represented in accordance

with the Commission's rules of procedure.

5. Representatives of the following United Nations Secretariat units i

attended the meeting: Department of International Economic and Social

Affairs; United Nations Centre for Human Settlements (HABITAT); and United

Nations Environment Programme (u"N£P).

6. The following United Nations bodies and specialized agencies were

represented: United Nations Conference on Trade and development (UNCTAD),

Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), United

Nations Development Programme (UNDP>, United Nations Fund for Population

Activities (UNFPA); International Labour Organisation (ILO), Food and

Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)s United Nations Educational,
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Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), World Meteorological Organization
(WMO), World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), World Food Council (HFC) and
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO).

7. Observers were present from the following intergovernmental and non

governmental organizations: West African Development Bank (SOAD), Regional

Centre for Training in Aerial Surveys (RECTAS), African Regional Centre for

Engineering Design and Manufacturing (ARCEDEM), African Regional Organization
for Standardization (ARSO), Regional Institute for Population Studies (RIPS)

Organization of African Unity (OAU), Centre africaind'etudes monetaires (GAEM) ,
African Institute for Higher Training and Research (AIHTIR), International

Planned Parenthood Federation (IPPF) and centre on Integrated Rural Develop
for Africa (CIRDAFRICA). .

8. The Committee unanimously elected the following officers: Chairman:
Mr. C.N.C. Mangwana (Zimbabwe); First Vice-chairman* Mr. Sao Guy Lucien

(Cameroon); Second Vice-Chairman: Mr. Bfeslou* Hocine (Algeria); and Rapporteur:
Mr. Babacar Diop (Senegal).

B. AGENDA

9. On 15 April 1985,,th* Committee adopted the following agendar

1. Opening of the meeting. ~;

2^ Election of officers.

3. Adoption of the agenda and organization of work.

PART Is A**1*** economic and social crisis: review of developments
since the Commission's last session in May 1984

1. Report of the Regional Ministerial Meeting on Africa's External
Indebtedness.

2. Report on tt^ Special Debates on the African Economic and 'Social

Crisis at the 1984 Summer Session of ECOSOC, the thirty-ninth

session of tfce General Assembly of the United Nations, andthe

twentieth summit of the Qrganizatipn. of African Unity.
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3. Survey of economic and social Conditions in Africa, 1983-1984.

4. ECA/ADB Annual Economic Report, 1985.

,,5. Critical situation of food and agriculture in Africa, 1984.

PART II: Economic issues coming before the twenty-first summit of the

Assembly of Heads of State and Government of the Organization

of African Unity as agreed by the forty-first session of the

Council of Ministers of the Organizations Addis Ababa, 25 February

"•"to J'Mafch 1985 ' " ' " :" ~:i

1. The Lagos Plan of Action and the Final Act of Lagos: assessment

and measures for accelerated implementation:

(a) Progress report on the implementation of the Lagos Plan

. _ of Action and the Final Act of Lagos? ■

(i) By member States; v >'•:'>

(ii) By African and international organizations;

(iii) By the OAU and ECA secretariats.

(b) Economic and social situation hi Africa, 19S0-19S5s

(i) Review and appraisal of economic performance in Africa,

19&0-1985, in the light of the International Development

rJ - ■ strategy and the Lagos Plan of Action;

(ii) Survey of economic and social conditions in the least

developed African countries, 1S31-1984;

(iii) Review and appraisal of the implementation of the

Substantial flew Programme of Action in African least

developed countries^

(ivj Evaluation of the implementation of the Regional Food

' ' ' Plan for Africa (1978-1984) and a preliminary assessment

of the food and agricultural aspects of the Lagos Plan

of Action:
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(v) Progress report on the implementation of the Mar del

Plata Plan of Action in Africa,(1978-1984;

(vi) Evaluation of the physical implementation of the first

phase (1980-1983) of the United Nations Transport and

Communications Decade in Africa;

(vii) Review and appraisal of the achievements in the

integration of women in the development process within

the context of the United Nations Decade for Women;

(viii) The balance-of-payments problems of African developing

countries: a reassessment;

(ix) Study on foreign exchange leakages in Africa.

(c) Practical sectoral measures for the accelerated attainment of

the objectives of the Lagos Plan of Action and the Final Act of Lagos:

(i) Development and population policies;

(ii) The Arusha Forward-Looking Strategies for the Advance

ment of African Women Beyond the. United Nations Decade

for Women;

(iii) Human resources and development;

a. The crisis of unemployment and human resources

management;

b. Human resources management in Africa: an

agenda for action;

(iv) Development and utilization of mineral resources in

Africa: programme of action;

(v) Developing African capabilities for the explorations

exploitation and development of marine resources in

Africa;

(vi) Development of ocean energy;

(vii) Industrial development;
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(yiii) Science and,technology for development;

(ix) Transport and communications;■

(x) Domestic and intra-African trade and finance;

(xi) Economic and technical co-operation;

(xii) Establishing the African Monetary Fund: progress report;

(xiii) improving the- management.9* African economies; some

problematic areas.

2. Special programme of action for improvement of the food situation

and rehabilitation of agricultural development in Africa:

(a) Immediate measures to combat food emergencies;

(b) Emergency measures: preliminary perspectives for the

African emergency situation and rehabilitation needs, 1985;

(c) Medium-term measures: rehabilitation of African agriculture:

(i) Africa's food and agriculture crisis: prospects and

proposals for 1985 and 1986;

(ii) The crisis and water development, conservation and

utilization;

(iii) The crisis and rehabilitation-and reconstruction of

infrastructural facilities^

(iv) The crisis and industrial rehabilitation and revitalization.

(d) Structural reforms: long-term measures:

(i) Proposals for food and agricultural development, 1986-1990;

(ii) Comprehensive policies and programmes for livestock

development in Africa:

a. Volume I "Problems, Constraints and Necessary Future

Action11;,

b. Volume II "The Performance of the Livestock

Sector 1968-1952' ;
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(iii) Problems and prospects for harmonization of forestry

policies in Africa;

(iy) Improving the capacity for agricultural planning and

policies in Africa:

a. A reconsideration of planning approaches;

b. Strengthening the monitoring and evaluation of

agricultural projecs programmes in Africa.

(e) Drought and desertification control: long-term measures

for combating drought and desertification;

(f) Refugees, displaced persons and victims of natural disasters.

3. External debt:

(a) Emergency measures;

(b) Medium-term measures;

(c) Long-term measures.

4. Proposals for a common platform for action:

(a) Among OAU member States:

(i) Subregional level: subregional approach to national

survival;

(ii) African regional level.

(b) At the international levels

(c) The economies of the front-line States and the destabilization

policies of South Africa: proposals for action (subregional, regional

and international).
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PART III: Second regular session of the Economic and Social Council (ECPSOC)

of the United Nations. Geneva. July 1985; Priority consideration

of the question of the review of the immediate and lone-term

aspects of the critical economic situation in Africa and the

follow-tip of the response by the international community and

the United Nations system:

1. Review of the immediate aspects of the critical economic situation

in Africa.

2. Follow-up of the response by the international coranwnity to the

General Assembly's Declaration on the Critical Economic Situation

in Africa (General Assembly resolution 39/29 Annex).

3. Follow-up of the response by the United Nations System to the

General Assembly's Declaration on the Critical Economic Situation

in Africa (General Assembly resolution 39/29).

4. Review of the long-term aspects of the critical economic situation

in Africa*. ,

PART IV: Statutory issues;

1. Reports of the subsidiary bodies of the Commission:

(a) Report of the annual sessions of the MULPOCs;,

(b) Report of the fourth meeting of the Conference of African

Ministers of Social Affairs;

(c) Report of the Second Conference of Ministers Responsible

for Human Resources Planning, Development and Utilization!

(d) Report of the second meeting of Vice-Chancellors, Rectors

and Vice-Presidents of African Institutions of Higher Learning;

* The issues to be discussed under this item of the agenda are the same
as those under Part II l(c) and 2(d) and (c). Therefore the same documents

apply to them.
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(e) Report of the fourth meeting of the Intergovernmental
Committee of Experts of the Least Developed African Countries;

(f) Report of the Intergovernmental Committee of Experts for

Science and Technology Development; .

(g) Report of the African intergovernmental meeting on aspects

of application of the provisions of the Convention on the Law of the
Sea;

00 Report of the sixth meeting of the Africa Regional

Co-ordinating Committee for the Integration of Women in Development;

, (i> Report on the inaugural meeting of the Federation of

, African Chambers of Commerce;

(j) Report on the International Population Conference, Mexico,

from fi to 13 Aupust 1984;

(k) Final report of the Ad Hoc Intergovernmental Committee on

ECA/OAU-sponsored1Institutions^ ; ; -~. , :

(1) Report and recommendations of the fifth Conference of Chief

Executives of ECA-sponsored Regional and Subregional Institutionst

(m) Report of the Regional Technical Committee for PADIS

established by resolution 498 (XIX) o£ 26 ifey 1984;

(n) Progress report on the Industrial Development Decade

for Africa; ;

(o) Report of the second Regional Conference on the Development

and Utilization of Mineral Resources in Africa;

(p) Future funding of the Institut africain de developpement

economique et de planification (IDEP).

2. Follow-up actions on resolutions and decisions adopted by the

nineteenth session of the Commission and tenth meeting of the

Conference of Ministers.
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3. Resolutions and decisions adopted by ECOSOC at its second regular

session of 1984 and by the General Assembly at its thirty-ninth

session in the economic and social sectors that are of interest

to Africa.

4. Programme of work and priorities of the Commission:

(a) Implementation of the programme of work and priorities

for the biennium 1934-198$;

(b) Proposed programme of work and priorities for the

biennium 1986-1987.

5. The United Nations Trust Fund for African Development;

(a) Progress report on the utilization of pledges for

1983 and 19845

(b) Programmes and projects for the 1985 Pledging

Conference.

6. Staff and administrative questions.

7. Preparations for the fortieth anniversary of the United Nations.

8. Any other business,

9. Date and venue of the seventh meeting of the Technical Preparatory

. Committee of the Whole.

PART V: Conclusion

1. Adoption of the report and draft resolutions for submission to

the Conference of Ministers.

2. Closure of the meeting,

10. The Committee decided to set up the following drafting committees to assist

it in its work:

(a) Drafting committee on economic issues coming before the twenty-first

summit of the Assembly of Heads of State and Government of the Organization of

African Unitya comprising the following countries;
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Algeria (Chairman), Cameroon, the "Ivory Coast, Nigeria, Senegal, the
United Republic of Tanzania and Zimbabwe.

(b) Drafting committee on issues coming before the second regular
session of ECOSOC in July 1985 laade up of;

Rwanda (Chairman), the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Morocco, Senegal,

Sierra Leone.Cameroon (deputy Chairman) : and the United Republic of Tanzania.

The committees were or»en to all the member States. ' '

(c) Drafting commits of the whole to consider draft redolutions, to be
chaired by Senegal.

C. ACCOUNT OF PROCEEDINGS

Opening addresses

11. In his opening address Comrade ttersie Ejiru, Minister for Economic

Planning and Development of'Ethiopia, welcomed participants to Addis

Ababa and to the sixth meeting of the Technical Preparatory Committee of

the Whole (TEPCOW)9 and assured them that everything possible would be done

to make their stay a pleasant and rewarding one.

12. Reviewing the theme "African economic and social crisis: review,

prospects and perspectives", he observed that the meeting was being held

against a background of heightened economic and social crisis ; drought,

desert if icati.o:ts fa.aii^9 ::r\\:.r J -ii^Uoe -an-: dcith had reached catastrophic

proportions. Africa was unablo ;o feed itself and had become dependent on

external food aidE but that crisis had been building up for a long time. It

arose from past developmental concepts and approaches as well as the

unfavourable international environment. Indeed, it was against that back

ground that the African Heads of State and Government had adopted the Lagos

Plan of Action and the Final Act of Lagos in 1980 and that the Conference of

Ministers had formulated the Addis Ababa Declaration in 1983, re-affirming

their commitment to the Lagos Plan of Action. The correctness of the

strategy advocated in the Lagcs Plan of Action had been confirmed in wide

and intensive debates.
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13. He then outlined the issues which the meeting should address: there

was a need for a strategy on how Africa could extricate itself from the

present crisis and ensure sustained economic growth, while enhancing pre

paredness for future crisis. Further, although the Lagos Plan of Action

provided a long-term strategy, he beseeched the meeting to concentrate its

efforts on specific sectors and on short- and medium-term (two- to three-;

year) programmes of action. Since food shortage and famine was the most '

critical problem, and the primary causes of the decline in agricultural

production were drought, desertification and climatic changes, the meeting

should focus on the fight against these three causes. Lastly, it should

identify priority action areas for the economic summit of Heads of State

and Government of QAU scheduled for July 1985.

14. He described the drought in Ethiopia and efforts to fight it. Although

its magnitude was unparalleled in living,,memory - over 7.5 million people

were affected - concrete action and plaits had been launched to alleviate its

disastrous effects, to provide emergency relief and to lay the foundation for

a lasting solution. Results so far were encouraging and he paid tribute to

the response and assistance extended to Ethiopia by the international community.

15. In conclusion, he urged that renewed efforts should be made, individually

and collectively, to meet the formidable challenge facing Africa and expressed

his confidence that TEPCOW would formulate appropriate, specific measures to

that end. He wished the Committee success in its deliberations.

16. The Executive Secretary of EGA, Hr<. Adebayo Adedeji, welcomed representatives

and thanked the Government and people of Ethiopia for agreeing to host the

series of meetings culminating in the twentieth session of the Commission. The

sixth meeting of TEPCOW was important not only because it would prepare the

ground for the annual meeting of the ECA Conference of Ministers but also because

the Committee must formulate recommendations appropriate to the persistent,

severe economic crisis in Africa. . ■

17. The unprecedented economic and social problems addressed in the Special

Memorandum by the ECA Conference of Ministers on Africa's Economic and Social

Crisis continued unabated: the very survival of African societies was now

threatened in spite of national, regional and international action on the basis
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of the .Memorandum. Although attention was necessarily focused on the drought-
related aspect of the emergency,. Africa was in the grip of multiple crises
whose basic components he called the seven:V,S demography, drought and

desertification, dependency, disequilibrium> debt and destabilization. Drought
and desertification apart, a host of denooraphic factors challenged ^^

development. There «as also the debt syndrome, which had worsened with the

appreciation of the United States dollar and the rise in interest rates. The

African economy was essentially dependent and externally-oriented. Disequilibrium
of many kinds hampered governments' efforts to satisfy the needs and expectations
of their peoples, and political instability had contributed to the continued
decline in African economic performance.

18. There was no room for complacency, inactivity or despair. African Governments
must rise to the occasion by pursuing policies and programmes designed to'tackle

both the emergency and the more intricate problem of structural adjustment in the
medium and ,long-term in keeping with the basic principles and philosophy of the

Lagos Plan pf Action and the Final Act of Lagos.

19. In addition to preparing for the coming ECA Conference of Ministers "th^
Committee, in accordance with the request of the forty-first session of the

Council of Ministers of OAU, should make recommendations on the economic items
of the agenda for the twenty-first Assembly of Heads of State and Government

of OAU which would be devoted mainly to a-consideration of economic matters-

it should also bear in mind the decision of the United Nations Economic and'
Social Council to give priority at its second regular session of 1985 to

reviewing the immediate and long-term aspects of the critical economic situation
in Africa and the follow-up to the response by the international community and

the United Nations system. The secretariat had prepared documents on each item

of the agenda, but he hoped that the views in those papers would be enriched by
the members of the Committee,

20. The Steering Committee set up to prepare the documentation for the twenty

first session of the Assembly of Heads of State and Government of OAU had rightly
recommended that precedence should be given to the food and agriculture sector.

The poor performance of the food and agriculture sector was at the heart of .

African economic woes. Past domestic policies had acted as a particular " ■
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disincentive to producers. There was urgent need for a policy of direct

intervention in farming and agricultural practices,' animal husbandry9

management and productivity■

21. The second major economic issue identified by the Steering Committee was

the external indebtedness of African countries. While the debt crisis could

be relieved by collaboration and understanding from creditor nations and

international financing institutions, concerted national efforts had to be

made to improve the situation by adopting stringent fiscal policies, more

realistic exchange rates, more aggressive export policies and more efficient

external debt management procedures. The Committee should discuss the payment

and clearing arrangements that EGA had been helping to create or strengthen in the

various subregions in view of the recent intensification of African countries'

fiscal problems.

22. There was also a need for practical recommendations on other vital fields

such as transport and communications, industry, science and technology, research

and development, domestic and intra-African trade and finance, human resources,

and population and development.

23. Economic co-operation and integration were essential. Collective efforts

at the subregional, regional and international levels were needed to supplement

efforts by individual Governments to engineer a socio-economic turnaround.

African countries must pool their resources, share technological know-how,

co-operate on large-scale projects in vital fields and actively support and

use their regional intergovernmental institutions. As progress towards self-

reliant and self-sustaining development required the support of the international

community, he hoped that, in their recommendations on the mobilization of

resources, members of the Committee would focus on the external as well as the

internal environment. African Governments must continue to insist that the

aid given was consonant with identified national goals, interest and priorities.

In this regard, he pointed out that emergency aid was not enough. Africa needed

long-term development aid to set its ailing economies on course.

24. One other important part of the Committee's work was to deliberate on the

implementation of the work programme of ECA. The relevant reports were before

the Committee; he had no doubt that that task would be discharged with the

candour and objectivity it deserved.
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25. The representative of Chad moved a vote of thanks to the Government, the

Workers Party and the people of Ethiopia for the warm welcome accorded to

participants.

26. The outgoing Chairman thanked member States for their confidence in electing

Zaire to chair the Conference in 1934. That chairmanship had been marked by the. P

adoption of the Special Memorandum by the ECA Conference of Ministers on Africa's

Economic and Social Crisis and the Addis Ababa Declaration on Africa's External

Indebtedness. Subsequently, the Memorandum had been adopted by the Economic and

Social Council at its July 1984 session and by the United Nations General Assembly

at its thirty-ninth session; meanwhile the twentieth Assembly of Heads of State and

Government of OAU had decided to devote its twenty-first session to Africa's economic

and social crisis. He congratulated the ECA secretariat on its dynamism and

encouraged it to"continue the good work.

PART I of the .agenda: African economic and social crisis! review of developments

, ■ , since the Commission's last session in. May 1984 '■■■■■■

Items 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5:

- Report of the Regional Ministerial Meeting on Africa's External

Indebtedness.

- Report on the Special Debates on the African Economic and Social

Crisis at the 1984;Summer Session of ECOSOC, the thirty-ninth

session of the.General Assembly of the United Nations, and the

twentieth summit of the Organization of African Unity.

■ - Survey of Economic and Social Conditions in Africa, 1983-1984.

- ECA/ADB Annual Economic Report, 1985.

- Critical situation of food and agriculture in Africa, 1984. ^

27. A representative of the secretariat introduced the report (E/ECA/CM.ll/5) of the

Regional Ministerial Meeting on Africa's External Indebtedness, held in response to

resolution 440 (XVII) adopted by the ECA Conference of Ministers in 1982 amid grave

concern at the mounting external debt of African countries. The resolution called

for a critical review and analysis of Africa's external indebtedness, including its

adverse impact on African economies, with a view to finding ways of alleviating the -

external debt crisis. ... . .;.,TP
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28. The Regional Meeting had discussed in detail the structure, magnitude •

and internal causes of Africa's indebtedness. Anon? the external causes it had

singled out the international economic recession and the deterioration in

terras of trade, the collapse in the international prices of primary commodities,

large increases in interest rates due mainly to variable interest rates in

financial markets, and increased dependence on private sources of external

finance because of a decline in bilateral and multilateral loans and official

development assistance. The debt crisis was aggravated by natural factors such

as drought, floods and the destruction of crops by pests, all of which affected

agriculture adversely and led to massive food imports financed by external

borrowing,

29. The Regional Meeting had adopted the Addis Ababa Declaration on Africa's

External Indebtedness which was annexed to the Special Memorandum by the ECA

Conference of Ministers on Africa's Economic and Social Crisis, The Declaration

contained proposals for action at the national, subregional, regional and inter

national levels.

30« Another representative of the secretariat introduced the report on the

Special Debates on the African economic and social crisis at the 1984 second

regular session of the United Nations Economic and Social Council, the thirty-'

ninth session of the United Nations General Assembly and the twentieth summit

conference of the Organization of African Unity (E/ECA/CM.11/27). He reported

that the Special Memorandum on the African economic and social crisis adopted

by the ECA Conference of Ministers at its tenth meeting in 1984 had, as requested

in Commission's- resolution 526 (XIX), been transmitted to the Economic and

Social Council and to the twentieth Assembly of Heads of State and Government

of the Organization of African Unity. During its 1984 second regular session

the Economic and Social Council had held a special debate on the economic and

social crisis in Africa, examining a report of the Secretary-General in addition

to the Special Memorandum. The debate had emphasized the multi-sectoral nature

of the crisis and the need to consider emergency needs and short-, medium- and

long-term measures on the African economic crisis/the 1984 second regular

session of the Economic and Social Council had provided the Secretary-General's
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Special Representative on the African Economic Crisis with an opportunity to

discuss with African intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations the
need for them to reorient their priorities and resources to deal with the
current crisis.

31. The representative of the secretariat also briefed the Committee on the
Declaration adopted at the twentieth ordinary session of the Assembly of Heads

of State and Government of OAU and the associated decision of the Heads of

State and Government to devote their twenty-first summit in 1985 principally

to economic matters. The steering committee established to prepare the documents

for the summit, with technical support from the ECA and OAU secretariats, had

established a list of the economic items for the agenda of the summit wkichhad

been approved by the OAU Council of Ministers during its forty.first session,
held in February/March 1985.

32. One other important activity since tlie 1984 meeting of the ECA Conference

of Ministers had been the preliminary assessment of the emergency and recovery

needs of the most- seriouslyaffected African countries in 1985, which had

shown that more assistance would be needed.

33. the Committee was next presented with the Survey of Economic and Social

Conditions in Africa, 1983-1984 (E/ECA/CM.11/16) and the ADB/ECA Annual Economic

Report, 1985 (E/ECA/CM.11/26).. The Survey provided at the regional level and, '

as far as possible, at the country level an analysis of the economic situation

in the period 1983-1984 together with a forecast for 1985. The main findings

of the Survey were that owing to drought and other factors, the region had not

been able to share in the world economic recovery. Recession was continuing;

regional output showed no upward trend and on a per capita basis at 1980 prices

was estimated in 1984 at 10 per cent below the 1980 level; the external trade

balance had improved, but at the cost of a severe contraction of imports which had

had a damaging impact on production. Prospects were for modest growth, of

around 3 per cent in real terms, in 1985 provided that normal weather conditions

were restored. A special study annexed to the Survey dealt with the issue of

devaluation in an attempt to provide member States with an objective discussion
of its effects and usea M
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34. The Economic Report on Africa 1985 was the second issue of a joint annual

publication by ADB and EGA, It covered Africa!s economic performance and pro

spects and discussed domestic resource mobilization on the basis of an analysis

of gross domestic savings and gross fixed capital formation in ; relation1 to

gross GDP. Another major concern of the report was the continent's worsening

external debt situation, characterized by an eightfold increase in total raedium-

and long-term debt between 1972 and 1983; it identified the domestic and exter

nal factors responsible for the problem and suggested action to alleviate the

situatidiV at the- domestic and international levels.

35. Introducing document E/ECA/CM. 11/29, "Africa's food an* apiculture

crisis: prospects and proposals for 1985 and 1986", a representative of the

secretariat said that, viewed against population growth of 3 per cent per annum,

the food situation in Africa was explosive, threatening the very suVival "6f

African nations. In the period 1970-1980, growth in food production haiTbeen

1.8 per cent, per annum, resulting in a Der cat>ita decline of 1.1 per cent per-

.annum* In other worda, the average African was-receiving about 11.15 per cent

less food in 1985 than a decade before. The*-situation had worsened during 19-80-

1984* growth in.food production had been, a mere 1 per cent per annum, which meant

a decline in output oer capita of 2 per cent per annum.

36. He went on to outline the increasing dependency of the African continent on

imports over the past decade. A cereal import bill of $US,Q.6 biUion in .1972 had

grown nearly tenfold to $US:5 .4 .billion in 1983. Food aid dependency had also^

increased sharply, makirig Africa,the biggest recipient of food aid in the world.

In 1975-1976 Africa had received about: 2 million tons of food aid; that had

grown to an estimated 7 million tons in 1984-1986. At the same time* major food

and agricultural exports had declined with the exception of sugar, tea,; hides

and skin, and tobacco. Africans indebtedness had increased and debt servicing

payments now claimed 22 per cent of total export earnings, while food imports

claimed another 20 per cent. -

37. In 1983, FAO had identified 24 countries as "most seriously affected",

experiencing abnormal food ^pply situations and critical food shortages. By

September 1984, that figure had risen to 28 countries. Since then rainfall had



improved the situation for some countries around the Gulf of Guinea, and in '

1984/1985, the number of countries considered to be most seriously affected and

vulnerable'was put at 21. Although the number of affected countries had decreased

the severity' of the crisis in terms of human suffering and declining production
had increased. ■ ■.-... ......

38. The origins: of the critical food and agriculture situation lay in the un

willingness of African Governments to accept that agriculture was the major

engine for economic development and allocate resources accordingly. Policies

in many African countries still bore the signs of the colonial legacy. Many

countries still followed urban-biased development, with rural-urban terms of

trade skewed against the food and agriculture sector. Policies on research and

investment were by and large a perpetuation of past policies, neglecting staple

food crops and emphasizing the so-called export crops. While drought, diseases
and pests, J' j ' ' ■

number of countries, they had only aggravated, not caused, the problem: the root

causes were of Africa's own' making. Factors external to Africa, such as prolonged

wtfrld economic recession, the inability of the international community to introduce

a new international economic order, a lack of market access and worsening terms of

trade for African countries, increased interest rates that had made borrowing

difficult and growing indebtedness had, rcade the situation all the more

difficult.

39. During the general debate that followed, one delegation

asked what follow-up action on the main conclusions of the Regional Ministerial

Meeting on Africa's External Debt had been taken at the national, subregional,

regional and international levels/in particular in response to the appeal made

to the international community for alleviating or rescheduling Africa's debts

and the decision to organize a meeting between African debtors and foreign

creditors. It was suggested that in view of the reluctance of the international

community to promote measures for restructuring the existing international economic

order, African countries should, in co-operation with other regions, initiate

concerted action in the Economic and Social Counciland at the United Nations

General Assembly, or even at the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank.
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40. One representative pointed out that indebtedness was only a corollary to

the na&xtude^intirreleted problems centring; around man. It was-never -■

voluntary but ^ about because funds were riesded to ^ance projedts impos

sible to carry cut with do-.esUc resources. He called upon participants to

acknowledge that, facial^-reliance and ..he notion ox all African debts bexng
cancelled by, th* creditor,countries ,were illusory. The interests of the fund-
ing sources diverged fron those of the borrowers, and he therefore suggested

that bilateral ^cussipns should be given pr--erence over global negotiatxons

on-some- de^ds;sin=e^ return # agree .'.a, to cancel $* debt,, some credxtor
countries might expect political or other concessions which would be dxsadva^

ntageous to African countries <,

41. Several delegations., deplored the inadequacy of efforts made up to the

presert-at the international and regional lovels and suggested that emphasxs

;should be,But on action first # national, then at subregional and fxnally

at regional level..

42 One representative observed that tne Addis Ababa Declaration, constituted

an unprecedented »gl««i co,JSen,.S on the. i**bted»e» of the African ^continent

ar.d was^in. with,th*. Quito Declaration on a new spirit o£. co-operation among

Utin American countries,, for better debt management,

43, Somp demons aclcncwledged that the establishment, of an African monetary

fund coujd playia..vitav^le in foliating measures -^o,d to relaxthe condi-

tions.attached,to,...tho African debtc :. ,•.■■:■.■

44. In general, delegations were unanimous in acknowledging that the indebted,

ness oethe African countries was a Serious. burden which weighed heavily on tt*

scant financial resources of the, debtor entries, torr. between the need to meet

their commitments tov^s editors and the necessity to £ust£in thexx^row.h

by sufficient^ invest^t "^vels so as to offset their population growth rate.

45 The meeting agreed, ttd the Executive Secretary confirmed in his reply to

the questions raised, #.t ^ description' of the debt situation in Afrxca re

vealed that all indicators were negative. Debt service payments .were very ,

often higher^ capita ^flows generated by borrowing and *^£»~£
often resulted in' sueC^iVe requests for grace periods ana rescheduling. The
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Executive Secretary agreed with participants that the central preoccupation

of any action at national, subregional, regional or international levels must
be "man and his needs".

46. Several representatives observed that the document contained a

lucid analysis of the food and agriculture crisis in Africa and outlined its

major causes, including the adverse effects of drought and desertification.

It also described the relief assistance given by the international community,

the need to provide agriculture with inputs such as improved seeds, fertilizers,

agricultural tools and other implements.

47. However, it was emphasized that the document did not provide specific re

commendations on the fundamental changes required to promote sustained .

agriculture particularly the animal products subsector with respect to the

provision of marketing facilities and the establishment of distribution networks.

48. The representative of Ghana reported on his country's experience in tackl

ing the food crisis. He outlined the governmental measures to stimulate food

production and to combat desertification: afforestation programmes had been

carried out and laws enacted making it an offence to burn bush* Furthermore,

small-scale irrigation schemes had been implemented along with large ones.

49. In addition, agricultural implements were sold to farmers at concessionary

prices while tractors and other more expensive agricultural machinery and inputs

such as fertilizers and insecticides were made available on credit to farmers

by the Agricultural Development Bank.

50. He added that appropriate pricing policies had been introduced to en

courage farmers to produce more after the previous year's bumper harvest which

had depressed food prices. In that connection, the Government had guaranteed

a minimum selling price for maize and rice. He emphasized that marketing

facilities were provided for farmers. The Food Production Corporation was

given sufficient funds to purchase food items in bulk and to store, distribute

or market them, especially during the lean periods, in order to avoid wide

fluctuations in prices. He stressed the fact that credit facilities were pro

vided to farmers in the rural areas through the Agricultural Development Bank

and the rural banks.
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51. With regard to the much needed facilities for food transport and distri

bution, the Government had been encouraging purchases of trucks by allocating

import licences and granting low import duties for those who imported trucks

through their own efforts. In the same vein, the Government had initiated

measures to improve feeder roads and provided storage facilities to reduce

post-harvest losses. Assistance was being given by FAO for increasing pro

duction of commodities such as sugar which were in short supply in the country.

52. Referring to the document on the food and agricultural crisis, represent

atives also drew attention to the need not only to alter and reformulate policies

-to tackle the crisis but also to take into consideration factors such as

floods,-drought, desertification and the difficulties confronting particular

countries. It was-also observe* that the annexes to the document contained

statistical data relating to non-African countries; they should be reformulated

to include only information specifically pertaining to African countries.

53. The observer for France briefed the meetingon his Government's support

for the high priority given to rural development; in order to meet the food

challenge adequately. He emphasized the need to pay special attention to

the peasant farmer who was at the very heart of any rural development pro-

: gramme. To play his crucial role properly he should be given all the assistance

needed in the shape of profitable prices, training, inputs from other sectors

including fertilizers, transport facilities arid protection against competing

imports. In conclusion, he referred to; the International Fund for Agricultural

Development, whose chief concern was small-scale rural projects and stressed

the need for greater efforts to replenish its resources.

54. While the secretariat was generally.commended for the comprehensiveness

and analytical nature; of the documents it had prepared for the meeting, a number

of representatives felt that there were too many, and that most of them had been

received too late to permit the thorough study they deserved. It was suggested

that for future meetings of the Committee thought should be given to the

amount of documentation and its timely despatch to member States. Some represent

atives felt that analyses were usually at the macro level and that there was

need to localize analysis, by examining.problems on a.case-by-case basis and. to

draw lessons from research at the micro level.
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55. A number of representatives expressed appreciation to the ECA and ADB

secretariats for issuing the second annual EGA/ADB Economic Report on Africa;

that commendable effort should be continued. It was indeed gratifying that

at last Africa was generating its own data and information on its economic and

social situation. .

PART II of the agenda: Economic issues coming frefore the twenty.-rfirst summit

of the Assembly of Beads of State and Government of the

Organization of African Unity as agreed by the forty-first

session of the Council of Ministers,of, the Organization,

Addis Ababa, 25 February - 4 March 1985

Item 1: : .-'■.':.

The Lagos Plan of Action and the Final Act of Lagos: assessment and measures

for accelerated implementation

*, (a) Progress report on-the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action and

tfte Final Act of Lagos '

56. The Executive Secretary introduced the item by giving the background to the

Ufcos Plan of Action, and dwelt at length on t:\Q five main pillars on wiiich that

* Plan rested: ttie promotion at the national level of self-sufficiency and self-

sustainment; acceleration of intra-Africaii economic penetration and integration;

democratization*of trie development process; progress in tue eradication of mass

poverty and mass unemployment; ana the equitable distribution of the benefits of

development and economic '/rowth au-ong the population. Referring, to the decline

over the years in tho rate of investment in sectors sucn as food and agriculture,

'energy, science and technology, transport and telecommunications, he pointed out

that not much had been achieved in the implementation by individual countries of

tiiose noble g&als.

(i) By member States

57. A representative of the secretariat introduced document E/ECA/CM.11/73,

entitled "Review of the progress made in the taking into account of the objectives

and directives of the LPA into the development policies of the African countries'1,
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and stated that, in the main, national plans had not systematically taken into

account the basic philosophy and objectives of the Lagos Plan of Action: they

rather continued to reflect the kind of thinking that had prevailed before its

adoption.

By African and international organizations

58. Another representative of the secretariat presented document E/ECA/CM. 11/7.0,

entitled "Implementation of the Final Act of Lagos", saying that although in

certain areas achievements had fallen short of the goals set, substantial,progress

had been,achieved in many others. Since the adoption of the Final Act

economic groupings, PTA and ECCAS, had been established. He expressed satisfaction

that the United Republic of Tanzania hn,d joined PTA and hoped that Angola would do

the same with either PTA or ECCAS. He also welcomed the steps taken to establish an

African monetary fund which, he believed, should permit an intensification of intra-

Afr.ican trade. ■ : ■

(iii) By,theQAU and ECA secretariats

59. Introducing document E/ECA/CM.11/74, a representative of the secretariat

said that it was part of a report to be submitted jointly by the ECA and OAU

secretariats to the summit Conference of Heads of State and Government of OAU;

in July 1985 on steps taken by the two secretariats to help member States carry

out the Lagos Plan of Action.

60. The observer for OAU endorsed the view expressed in the document that much

remained to be done to reach the foals of the Lagos Plan of Action at the national,

subregional and regional levels. He spoke of the need to take an inventory of .the

obstacles encountered and to work .to overcome the difficulties posed by mounting

external debt, and pointed out that close co-operation between the ECA and OAU

secretariats in the implementation of the Lagos Plan had contributed to the timely

establishment of ECCAS,
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61.: in the discussion that followed, several delegations commented that-not much

seemed to have been dene, particularly at the national level,,to implement the La^os

Plan of Action. Representatives of Nigeria, Tunisia, and Senegal, however,

informed the meeting that their countries had instituted measures to improve

agricultural output, which included increasing the share of their national budgets

allocated to the food and agriculture sector, raising the prices'paid to farmers

for both cash and food crops, extending credit for the purchase of necessary

materials and improving infrastructure. The representatives of Rwanda, *he Libyan

Arab Jamahiriya, Zimbabwe, and Zambia said that food production, food security

and the prevention of food losses had been given priority in their natinnal plans.

Some representatives mentioned step^ to combat desertification and minimize the

effects of drought„ Representatives from Ethiopia, Angola, and Morocco pointed

out that improving literacy rates and training their peoples in specialized

disciplines were among the main'objectives of their national plans.

62, It was pointed out that although Africa could produce the skilled manpower

it needed, poor deployment of skilled personnel had resulted in a brain drain.

One representative advocated measures to encourage highly qualified personnel to

return and contribute to the economic and social development of their countries.

63, Some representatives expressed concern about the lack of information on

the implementation cf the Lagos Plan of Action at the national level. They felt

that the establishment of national monitoring units would facilitate the exchange of

such information among countries. They a.lso suggested that ECA and OAU should

mount a campaign to popularize a;;d disseminate information on the Plan at the

national, subregional and regional levels,

64, While welcoming co-operation at the subregional and regional-levels, the

representative of Angola said that language problems still constituted an obstacle

to its success. The secretariat was asked to give special consideration to

providing documentation in Portuguese a-, FAO and UNESCO did in order to permit

full participation by Portuguese-speaking countries in the activities of ECA.
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65. The representative of the.Congo called for generally clpser co-operation

between ECA,and OAU in monitoring the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action

and Final Act in particular. The representative of Zaire said that rather than

blame the continent's economic failures on external factors,Africans should take

stock of their own position and achnowledge their responsibility for the economic

crisis gripping the continent,

66. The observer for ILO said that a coherent approach and joint efforts by

African countries with the international community were needed to remedy the

present critical situation in Africa. His organization would concentrate its

efforts on the social and human resources aspects of development.

(b) Economic and social situation in Africa. 1980-198$

(i) Review and appraisal of economic performance in Africa, .1980-1985,

in the light of the International Development Strategy and the

Lagos Plan, of Action ;.....-:. . '•;"

67. The Executive Secretary, introducing document E/ECA/CM.11/14, Review and

appraisal of economic performance in Africa, 1980-1985,!(in the light of the

International Development Strategy., and the Lagos Plan of Action)stated that it/

provided information on the macro-economic situation of Africa in the period :

during which the Lagos Plan of Action had been in existence,

68. The meeting toofc note of the document,

(ii) Survey of economic and social conditions in the least developed

African countries, 3.981-1984

Review and appraisal of ths implementation of the Substantial ;

New Programme of Action in African least developed countries



69. The Chairman of the Technical Preparatory Committee of the Whole invited-

the Chairman of the fourth meeting of.the Intergovernmental Committee of Experts

of African Least Developed Countries, held from 11 to 13 April 1985, to-introduce

the, conclusions anc1 rocorar.^irticns of his: Committee, ■: ■.

70. The Chairman of the fourth meeting of the Intergovernmental Committee of

Experts of African Least Developed countries said that it had considered four

items, namely: (a) Review of economic and social conditions, major problems -

and policies in Africa, 1981-1934; (b) Evaluation and assessment of the

implementation-of the Substantial New Programme of Action in African LDCs,

1981-1984; (c) The extent of industrial capacity under-utilization and its

impact on industrial development and in African LDCs; and (d) Review of ECA

activities in 1984 and programme of work in 1985 and consideration of the

special operational work programme in favour of the African LDCs for the '

biennium 1986-1987.

71. During the ensuing discussion a number of delegations..had pointed out that

some of the information in the study did not correspond to that in their

possession and had requested that changes be made to reflect their -comments. .

72. With respect to the first item, the Committee rioted that the economies of

LDCs had been undergoing a general- recession at all levels.

73. With respect to the second item, the Committee had noted that African LDCs

had striven to honour the comritments made in Paris by organizing roundtables,

even though they had not always been successful, but had felt that donor

countries had not completely fulfilled ."their commitments.

74. As to the third item, the meeting had noted that in African LDCs, existing
industrial capacities were under-utilized.
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75. Finally, with respect to; the review of ECA activities in 1984 and the

programme of work in 1985 and 1986-1987, the Committee had thanked the

secretariat for its assistance to LDCs. It had adopted the following programme:

For 1985: (a) Review of economic and social conditions in African LDCs,

1984-1985; ■

(b) Progress report on the implementation of the Substantial

New Programme of Action in Africa;

(c) A study on food strategies in African LDCs;

For 1986-1987: (a) Technical assistance to African LDCs;

(b) Review of economic and social conditions in various

African least developed countries;

(c) Follow-up and monitoring of the SNPA in African LDCs;<

and : ,.;;

(d) In-depth studies on the economies of African LDCs,

76. After considering the four items, the Committee had prepared a draft resolution

on measures for accelerating the SJtfPA, which was before the Technical Preparatory

Committee. The draft resolution requested LDCs to focus increased attention

on sectoral analysis in order to encourage donors to make firmer commitments; and

to accord great attention to subregional projects during the roundtables,

77. The draft resolution urged donor countries to be more flexible in disbursing

official development assistance and requested the Executive Secretary to report

on the results of the meeting to be held under the Global Mid^term Review at the

Sixth meeting of the Conference of Ministers of African Least Developed Countries

in 1986.
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78. Opening discussions one participant, after congratulating the Executive

Secretary of ECA for his dynamic and courageous efforts, noted that document ■

E/ECVCM.11/35 contained some errors; hife country had made a contribution to

national reconstruction efforts which paragraph 185 relating to public finance
did not record,

79. With respect to paragraph 189 on public debts, he noted that despite his

country's current difficulties the Government had established

new taxes under the 1985 financial laws aimed at providing the autonomous savings

fund which is the national agency responsible for external debts and debt servicing,

80j. He also pointed out errors in paragraphs 193, 194 and 201 on manufacturing,
energy, and medium-term prospects of his country.

81. He requested the secretariat to correct document E/ECA/CM.11/35 to reflect

his comments. The Technical Preparatory Committee of the Whole took note of
his comments. .

(iv) Evaluation of the implementation of the Regional Food Plan for Africa

(1978-1984) and a preliminary assessment of the food and agricultural

aspects of the Lagos Plan of Action

82. A representative of the secretariat said that document E/ECA/CM.11/37 sought

to evaluate to what extent the objectives-and targets set in the Regional Food •

Plan for Africa adopted in 1978 and those contained.in the agriculture chapter

of the Lagos Plan of Action had been implemented. The broad objective of- the fdod

and agriculture chapter of the Lagos-Plan-of Action, which incorporated the

African Regional Food Plan, was to bring about an overall improvement in the ■

region's food situation and to facilitate the attainment of self-sufficiency

in food. Some of the most important means of achieving that objective were

believed to be the promotion of food security .the prevention of food losses*the

control of livestock diseases,the improvement of supporting services and the
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expansion and conservation of natural resources including forests and fisheries.

As quantitative targets, the Plan stipulated a A per cent increase in food crop

production, 'the'establishment of "national strategic food1;jreserves; amounting to

around 10 percent of total food production and a SO p^r cent reduction 'in'post-

harvest food losses. ''" : '

83, Despite"1 some encouraging national and subregional efforts, the growth and

investment targets had riot been satisfactorily met. Instead, food 'and agricultural

production had been falling while population was growing at an accelerating rate.

Measures to reduce food losses and to promote food security had been inadequate,

'price incentives had been poor, and agricultural support service's' ftad Jr'eiiVained

weak. Although subregional strategic food reserves h&d been discussed, no!-such

system had been established except in the countries5'6f the Sahel;iand of SA#CC,

External assistance shoved an upward trend'but domestic investment'in the''food

and agricultural sector remained low. The share of public expenditure on the

sector had averaged seven per certt in'between 1978 and 1982,'fax 1j§XoV the contribu

tion of the sector 'to'total GDP, and most of the expenditure on the sector had been

aimed at meeting emergency situations*not investment requirements. Furthermore,

general policies had not changed and farmers were riot given adequate incentives.

84. In the discussion thai"followed, a number of representative^ '^

had not been able to implement all the objectives of the food and agriculture

"chapter for reasons such ai devastating drought, civil strife and shortage of

resources by and large, but "'tad endeavoured to''reflect the fundamental features of

the Plan in their development strategies, especially in certain key sectors

including agriculture at national and subregional'levels. The'representative

of Zimbabwe reported that significant progress had been roade by peasant farmers

iii his country, p'articularly'with maize and cottonj theoutput ;of' which had

''increased notablyJbetween 1980/31 and 1984/85. He attributed that performance

to four major measures introduced by his Government since 1980: the expansion

of-extension services and the doubling of the number Of training colleges for

extension statfj increased credit facilities; improved''marketing'services;

including the establishment of grain-receiving depots at which uniform national

prices were paid- and the establishment of guaranteed prices for a total of
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thirteen products* His Government had also taken steps to combat desertification

and contribute to environment conservation. They included the institution of a

national tree-planting day which had led in 1984 to the planting of more than

2 million trees and contributed to increased awareness of the importance of trees

among the public. The country had recently seen the approval of four major dam

projects and the rehabilitation of small-scale irrigation schemes; the launching

of a National Farm Irrigation Fund to provide large- and small-scale farmers with

financial assistance on concessionary terms for developing on-farm irrigation

facilities for wheat and other winter crops; and the establishment of a National

Disaster Fund, funded through the fiscal machinery, to finance future droughts

and other emergency programmes. He concluded by mentioning the responsibility

for co-ordinating the SADDC Regional Food Security Programme entrusted to Zimbabwe,

and by suggesting that more publicity should be given to the Lagos Plan of Action.

85* The representative of Nigeria informed the participants of the considerable

progress in his country in reducing food losses. Measures taken to promote food

security included pricing policies, loan granting, efficient project implementation,

and evaluation. The pace of agricultural development was particularly high in eight

8 States, with maize yields reaching record levels. He observed that when national

programmes were well articulated, subregional programmes could be better implemented.

86. The representative of Ethiopia said that agriculture was given the highest

priority in his country, as reflected in the pattern of resources allocation.

The objectives being pursued included the attainment of self-sufficiency in food,

the implementation of irrigation schemes for food crops, the development of

suitable technology and the training of farmers, especially in reducing food

losses. Agricultural training centres were being established and an agriculture

programme including the establishment of State farms specializing in producing

seeds for sale to farmers at subsidized prices was in progress. Action to cope

with the severe drought included the launching of a water management programme

and a resettlement programme to lessen population pressure on land in the

northern parts of the country.
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87.. The representative of Zambia said that his country had been suffering from

drought for the past three years. In response to the deteriorating food and

agricultural situation, the Government had embarked on the provision of

incentives to farmers with high prices for food and cash crops and loans from

the Agricultural Development Bank, the improvement of th« road infrastructure,

and the provision of storage facilities to reduce post-harvest losses. Attempts

were also made to educate farmers in applying the results of research, and

intensified efforts were being made to ensure that farmers were paid on time.

88. Additional briefs on national experiences were given by the representatives

of Angola, Egypt, the Gambia, Ghana, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Rwanda,

Senegal, Tunisia and Uganda. They reported significant activities concerned

with food security, food losses, agricultural research, agricultural pricing

policies, self-reliance in food, irrigation development, the provision of

agricultural inputs such as improved seed varieties and fertilizers, the dis

semination of new technologies, the training of small farmers, rural development,

the improvement of marketing services, the exploitation of natural resources

and the establishment of special emergency funds. Some countries frankly

admitted, however, that their achievements so far were very limited.

89. Finally, the representative of ILO informed participants of his organization's

projects in the food and agriculture sector, which were designed to help African

countries to resolve their food and agricultural problems through short-term

and long-term measures. The activities involved encompassed such areas as the

alleviation of famine; the combating of drought; the development of water

resources; the management of relief infrastructure; rural development; re

afforestation; the strengthening of co-operatives; and the training of the

necessary manpower.
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(v) Progress report on the implementation of the liar del Plata Plan of

Action in Africa, 1978-1964

90. Introducing document E/ECA/CM.11/9 Progress report on the implementation

of the Kar Del Plata Plan of Action in Africa 1978-1934, a representative of

the secretariat said that the United Nations Water Conference held in 1977 had

adopted" the Mar del Plata Action Flan for long-term water resource development

which had been endorsed in the Lagos Plan of Action, The findings in the

document, which were based on replies to a questionnaire from 22 African countries,

showed that progress in implementation of the Action Plan in Africa was minimal.

Resources developed by African Governments for water resource development fell

far short of requirements and Africa compared badly with Asia and Latin America

in terms of progress being made towards attainment of the Action Plan objectives.

He drew the attention of the Committee to the various recommendations in the

document to bring about the changes needed in national policies and measures as

well as in the funding allocations of the donor countries to ensure an appreciable

acceleration in progress.

91. In the ensuing discussion one representative expressed agreement with the

recommendations contained in the report but was of the view that there was

need for more flexibility by donor countries, especially the international

institutions, in allocating a higher proportion of financial resources to material

and equipment rather than to "specialist" manpower. There should be more

provision for recipient countries to recruit local experts under their own terms

of employment. That would be more cost effective, as rates much lower than the

United Nations ones apply to such local experts.

92. ke also said that since recent events in Africa, particularly the drought, had

underscored the primary role of water not only for economic development but for

national survival, a leading role should be played by ECA in supporting water

development; ECA would need to review its water resources section to enable it

to play this role. It was also important for international development and

finance institutions to increase substantially their allocations to the water

sector.
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(vi) Evaluation of the physical implementation of the first phase

. -..(1930-1983) of the United Nations Transport and Communications

Decade in Africa

93. A representative of the secretariat introduced document E/ECA/CM,11/11,

"Evaluation of the first phase of the United Nations Transport and Communications

Decade,. in Africa", and, informed the Committee that, at the request of the

Economic, and Social Council, the secretariat had carried out an evaluation of

the first phase programme but that only a progress report had been submitted an

July 1984, on the understanding that a detailed report would be submitted in

1985. He pointed out that although the first phase programme had ended in

1983, some projects in that phase were not yet complete. ;

94. He outlined briefly the machinery established for gathering information on

the implementation of the programme and pointed out the difficulties encountered

with each of the methods and the fact that ECA missions had had to visits African

countries to collect the necessary information. Data in the current report were

incomplete because some countries had not provided ECA with the appropriate ■

information,

95. With respect .to the actual evaluation, the reference programme which had been

selected after the transfer of several projects to the second phase programme

consisted of only 554 projects valued at $7,575 million. Only 31 African

countries had provided reliable information on some 422 projects, mostly road

projects. According to available information, only 20 per cent of the first •

phase projects had not been started and the proportion of unimplemerited projects

by mode was as follows: roads and road transport 14 per cent, railways 28.9 per

cent, maritime 16.7 per cent, ports 15 per cent, air transport 20.9 per cent and

multimodal transport 100 per cent.

96. With respect to the communications sector, detailed information was available

on 29 countries for 37 projects out of 132 in the reference programme. Out of

the 37, 19 had been completed and 18 were in progress. Projects yet to be started

were distributed as follows: telecommunications 28,6 per cent, broadcasting

20 per cent, postal services 33,3 per cent and manpower training 100 per cent.
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97. The physical evaluation show** that reliable information was available

in 30 countries on 144 transport projects, representing 34 per cent of the

total sector programme, and that about 83 per cent of these were on roads,
railways and air transport.

98. Out of the 144 projects, 84 were fully and 33 partially financed and only

37 had not attracted any funding; projects in each mode which had not attracted

financing were as follows: roads and road transport 11.5 per cent, railway

27.3 per cent, maritime 25.3 per cent, ports 20.0 per cent, air transport 20.6

per cent.and multimodal transport 50.0 per cent. ■ ■

99. Furthermore, the estimated cost of the 144 projects was $2,151.22 million,

of which $1,487.67 million had been secured through local ($646.02 million)

and external sources ($841.65 million). That sum represented 69.2 per cent of

the total cost. However,, when broken-down by mode, the funds secured were as

follows: roads 69.6 per cent, railways 68.4 per cent/maritime 28.S per cent,

ports 53.3,per cent, air transport 86.9 per cent, inland water transport 81.9

per cent and multimodal transport 35.9 per cent.

100. In the communications subsector, only 29 countries had reliable informa

tion on 32 out of the 132 projects in the reference programme; of the 32

projects, 20 were fully financed, three partly financed and only nine had not

attracted financing.

101. In conclusion he observed that the overall results were encouraging in

that of the 216 projects for which reliable information was available, the

evaluation report showed that 42.1 per cent were completed, 36.6 per cent were

in progress and only 20.4 per cent had not attracted any financing. He

stressed that the co-operation and assistance of member States were indispens

able in providing ECA with adequate information to enable accurate and complete

monitoring of progress in the implementation of the Decade programme. ' '
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102, The representative of Morocco informed the Committee of projects implemented

by his country in the context of the Decade, emphasising that they conformed

to the priority established in the Decade. He appealed for strengthening of

the subregional MULPOCs to enable them to collaborate effectively with the

United Nations and other organizations involved in the Decade programme and

projects. He suggested that the next evaluation report to the Economic and

Social Council should cover the entire Decade programme.

103, The representative of Senegal informed the Committee that his country was

implementing projects in several transport modes, mainly: inter-State links*

He called for greater co-operation between ECA and other organizations involved

in the Decade programme,

104, The representative of Algeria informed the Committee that in keeping with

the Lagos Plan of Action objectives in the transport and communications sectors

for promoting the physical integration of the region, his country had taken

positive action in implementing highways, air transport and maritime transport

projects. The representative of Togo informed the Committee that his country

was implementing highway projects including rural and feeder roads connecting

the neighbouring land-locked countries and neighbouring coastal States, and

expanding the port. ;

105, The observer for France expressed his satisfaction at the, results of the

preliminary evaluation of the first phase, programme and informed the Committee

of the substantial technical and financial assistance his country was providing

for the Decade programme. He noted that there were information gaps regarding

subregional and transit-transport projects and urged the preparation of adequate

project documents for consideration by donor countries. While maintenance and

rehabilitation were very important, he pleaded for co-ordination between roads

and railways in order to avoid competition and enhance complementarity.

106, The representative of IL0 informed the Committee of the various technical

assistance services in logistics and transport which his organization had

provided to several African countries; such assistance would continue to be a

priority activity in the region for his organization.
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(vii) Review and appraisal of the achievements in the integration of

: : women in the development process within the context of the

-United Nations Decade for Women

107. A representative' of the Africa Regional Co-ordinating Committee for the

Integration of Women in Develoment presented document E/ECA/CM.11/13, the

report of the Regional Intergovernmental Preparatory Meeting for the World

Conference to Review and Appraise the Achievements of the United Nations Decade

for Women: Equality, Development and Peace/Third Regional Conference on the

Integration of Women in Development which was a record of the regional inter

governmental meeting held in Arusha in October 1984 in preparation for the World

Conference to be held in July 1985. She stated that she would deal mainly with

a review of the United Nations Decade for Women and present the strategy aspects

of the report under part II, item C(ii).

108. One of the obstacles during the past decade had been the deterioration of

the world economic situation and the stagnating African agricultural sector.

Further, the worsening drought and famine and the decreased development assistance

as well as certain cultural features in African societies also constituted

obstacles to the advancement of women.

109. Notwithstanding those obstacles, there had been some achievements in the

integration of women in development, namelv the creation of an awareness of the

needs in education, health, the establishment of subregional and regional

machinery for the integration of women in development and the promotion of

equality. However, achievements in peace had remained elusive with the per

sistence of apartheid and the growing numbers of refugees and displaced women.

110. Resources for the integration of wonen in development still rerviin^d surll.

and legislation in Africa was still discriminatory just as the presence of women

in decision-making bodies remained a mere facade. She then called for the

inclusion of an item on the role of women in the economic development of Africa

on the agenda of the OAU summit and hoped that the Arusha strategies for the

advancement of women would be a feature in the proposals for a common platform

to be presented to the Summit.
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111. The Committee took note of the report.

(viii) The balance-of-payments problems of African developing countries

a reassessment

(ix) Study on foreign exchange leakages in Africa

112. Introducing the two agenda items, the Executive Secretary explained that

balance-o£-payments problems and related foreign exchange leakages had not been

included in the Lagos Plan of Action, but the problems had assumed increasing

importance over the past two years and governors of African central banks had

met in early 1985 to consider them. He underlined the ability to generate

foreign exchange as a critical factor in realizing development objectives.

113. He stated that foreign exchange leakages, defined as losses which could

have been avoided' if the economy had been differently organized, amounted to

about$5 billion annually due to extensive use of foreign expertise, foreign

consultancy services, overbilling of imports and under-valuation of exports.

On account of the importance of balance-of-payments problems and of foreign

exchange leakages, he hoped that specific proposals would be made for submission

to the summit.

114. Introducing document E/ECA/CM.11/48, the report of the Roundtable of

Governors of African Central Banks and Senior Officials of International Finance

Institutions on the Balance-of-Payments and Foreign Exchange Problems of African

Countries, a representative of the secretariat said that policy proposals and

recommendations for the short-, medium- and long-term had been prepared for

implementation at the national, subregional, regional and international levels.

115. Short-term policy recommendations at the national level included the pursuit

of supply and demand policies and following appropriate pricing, credit and fiscal

policies to alleviate balance-of-payments problems. Reduction of foreign

exchange leakages at the national level required rationalization of foreign

exchange control measures, proper invoicing and pricing of merchandise trade,
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increased control of foreign trade and improvements in customs and transport

services; at the subregional level, the strengthening of existing co-operative

arrangements was recommended and at the international level, bilateral and

multilateral donors should be encouraged to finance the agricultural sector

and existing social and economic infrastructures.

JL16. In the medium and long term, policy recommendations at the national level

included diversification of exports, food self-sufficiency, stepping up of

industrialization and expansion of maritime and inland transport. At the :

subregional level, the creation of new customs arrangements and sectoral

co-operation were recommended. At the international level, African countries

should work together to enhance their negotiating strength.

117, In the ensuing discussion one participant stated that the document on

leakages (E/ECA/CM.11/25) did not give a balanced view of his country and

that he would provide the secretariat with more information. Another parti

cipant emphasized the importance of greater controls and better management of

foreig;n exchange requirements,

(c) Practical sectoral measures for the accelerated attainment of the

objectives of the Lagos Plan of Action and the Final Act of Lagos

(i) Development and population policies

118. A representative of the secretariat introduced document E/ECA/CM.11/62,

saying that because population issues had been subsumed under development

planning and statistics in the Lagos Plan of Action, a careful examination of

current population dynamic trends in the region had led African Governments

to map out a programme for integrating a dynamic population policy with sectoral

programmes concerned with population and development strategy that were compatible

with the Lagos Plan of Action's economic and social development goals. The

Kilimanjaro Programme of Action on Population, adopted by the Conference of

Ministers at its eleventh meeting in resolution 506 (XIX) had been prepared

against a background of rapid population growth, consistently high levels of
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morbidity and mortality, uneven population distribution and disillusionment

with the earlier belief that development would take care of population growth.

'A'hile population growth had increased to over three per cent per annum in most

African countries, the continent's per capita production of food had actually

declined. It had therefore become imperative to incorporate population variables

more comprehensively in development ^lans, project formulation and -target

setting. Some countries had in fact formulated dynamic population policies

and programmes to respond to national development problems they had identified,

but'a majority had either not done so at all or formulated policies in only some

areas affecting the welfare of the population.

119. The Kilimanjaro Programme also made recommendations to international

organizations and donor Governments and agencies on international co-operation

and assistance in population activities. It was therefore being submitted for

~consideration at the OAU economic summit, in the belief that the objectives of

the Lagos Plan of Action couio* not be fully realized if action was not founded

on Unproved knowledge and appropriate orientation of population trends.

120. In the discussion that followed, some representatives said that the

African population was in fact small, and needed adequate training in order to

play a positive role in the development process. Reference was made to the

political instability and apartheid which continued to create enormous hardships

ahd suffering on the continent. Other speakers, while acknowledging the

interrelationship of. population' and development, emphasized the need to respect

the moral values of each cdtin&ry. Some expressed the view that there was no

need to emphasize population policy since Africa was at an early stage of the

population transition; they attributed current problems to a lack of technological

development. That view was countered by speakers who did not believe in the

Western liberal planning models which, they said, amountedto little more than

an arithmetic apportionment of resources. The Kilimanjaro Programme, it was

stressed, calle4-for action that would make the continent's population,

especially the young more productive and healthier. Finally, a call was made

for African countries to improve their statistics systems and devote more

resources to censuses and trie collection of other demographic data indispensable

for the swift implementation of the Kilimanjaro Programme.
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The Aru>ha Forward-Looking Strategies for the Advancement of

African Women Beyond the United Nations Decade for Woman.

121. A representative of the African Regional Co-ordinating Committee for the

Integration of Women in Development (AHCC) introduced document E/ECA/CM.11/20 on

the five-year plan for the implementation of the Arusha Strategies for the Advance

ment of African Women beyond the United Nations Decade for Women (1985-1989). She

reported that the strategies emanated from the regional intergovernmental prepara

tory meeting for the World Conference to Review and Appraise the Achievements of

the United Nations Decade for Women: Equality, Development and Peace held in Arusha,

United Republic of Tanzania, from 8 to 12 October I98V, and were based on careful

analysis of the progress achieved and obstacles encountered by African Governments

in pursuing the goals of the Decade. Critical areas within which the central role

of women in the development process needed to be recognized included the promotion

of self-sufficiency in food through dissemination of research findings and infor

mation on appropriate technologies, nutrition programmes for rural women, priority

in the allocation of land for food production, and greater access for rural women

to training programmes and extensidn services. In industrial development, the

strategies fccused on increased access for women to technical and scientific

training, the introduction of appropriate technologies to alleviate women's work

in food production and processing, support for local crafts and small businesses.

Special emphasis was laid on human resources development and to the problems of

apartheid in South Africa and Namibia and refugees and displaced women, which

continued to destabilize the continent and imposed undue hardship on women and

children in the affected areas.

122. The Committee took note of the report.

(iii) Human resources and development

(a) The crisis of unemployment and human resources management;

(b) Human resources management in Africa: an agenda for action;
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123. A representative of the secretariat introduced documents E/ECA/CM.11/33

and E/ECA/CM.ll/Uo. He commented that increasing unemployment, among school

leavers and university graduates end in subsistence agriculture ©specially,

was a danger to Africa. The shortage of manpower and the irrational use of

what vas available had given rise to the "brain drain. The problem required

an urgent solution since if the qualified Africans living outside. Africa returned

productivity could be boosted. ■

, In-the discussion which followed, one representative remarked that an1" '

important aspect which had been overlooked in the documents was self-employment.

Since the civil service was not able to absorb all school leavers, it was time for

the educational system to take into account the aspect of self-employment.

The representative of Kenya informed the meeting that a presidential committee

on job management had been set up in his country.

125. The observer for IDEP said that better utilization of human resources depended

on increased investment in education and health and the pursuit of appropriate

economic policies, particularly increasing the share of capital formation from

its :present level of 10 per cent to over 20 per cent since it was investment

which provided productive jemployment and making structural adjustment policies

favour rural and informal sectors where population concentrated. This would not

only increase labour productivity in these sectors but slow down unproductive

urbanization which ate up capital.

126. The representative of ILO expressed agreement with the conclusion of docu

ment E/ECA/CM.11/33 and told the meeting of the activities that the Jobs and

Skills Programme for Africa (JASPA) had been carrying out on job evaluation in

Africa.

(iv) Development and utilization of mineral resources in Africa: Programme

of action

127. The Executive Secretary introduced the Lusaka Programme of Action for the

Development and Utilization of Mineral Resources in Africa (E/ECA/CM.11/Ul),
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pointing out that mineral resources and agriculture were currently the two main

contributions to Africa's output of goods and services.

128. There was a natural relationship between mineral resource development and

progress towards food self-sufficiency. If the social and economic progress of

Africa depended on agricultural development, it, in turn, depended on the abundant

use of fertilizers, the production of which depended on minerals. If the mining

sector had been producing cheap- fertilizer for farming, the problem of famine might

have been alleviated. Unfortunately, bbth sectors had been hard hit by the world

economic recession.

129. In the final part of the Lusaka Programme, the African ministers responsible

for mineral resources development and utilization had made a number of recommenda

tions for the more effective use of mineral resources: he felt they deserved support.

130. One representative remarked that sight should not be lost of the competition

that African mineral products faced on international markets; he called on the

secretariat to propose measures for aiding African mineral products and breaking

the monopoly of the transnationals.

131. The Committee took ftote of the document.

W Developing African capabilities for the exploration., exploitation

and development of marine resources in Africa

132. A representative of the secretariat introduced document E/ECA/CM.11/18, pointing

out that the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, adopted in 1982, had

to date been signed by 130 countries, 1*3 of which were African. The Convention

provided for coastal States to exercise sovereignty over their territorial sea up

to 12 nautical miles off shore and to exploit natural t-eaourcea- and control acti

vities conducted,within their exclusive economic zones which extended for 200
nautical miles.
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133. Practically all African States had a. basic fishing infrastructure "but in many

other areas such.as hydrographic sounding and undersea mineral resources, they had

developed little or no technical capability. Practically- all-petroleum prospecting

operations were in the hands of foreign companies t although drilling was being

.carried out by the Ivory Coast to a depth of 100. metres. The document before the

Committee gave details of the needs to be met and the measures :to be. taken to make

Africa capable of developing its marine resources.

13*+. The Committee took note of the document.

(vi) Development of ocean energy

135. A representative of the secretariat introduced document E/ECA/CM.11/2H,

"Study on the possibility of developing ocean energy resources of East African

coastal member States". The document stated that in Africa the supply of energy

in the long term could no longer be based on cheap petroleum: the time had come

to begin seriously considering other sources of energy. Vast possibilities exis

ted: the document reviewed six forms, tidal wave, thermal, saline, and energy from

ocean currents, and bars. Because the problems involved.were many, technical and

costly,, however, little had been done to date in these areas.

136. The Ccsnmittee took note of the document and recommended its adoption by the

Conferenpe of Ministers. , , .

(vii) Industrial development

137. Introducing document E/ECA/CM.ll/63, "industrial development in the context of

the Industrial Development Decade for Africa: priority medium- and long-term measures"

a representative of the secretariat stated that the measures proposed in the docu

ment were intended to contribute to three objectives of the Industrial Chapter of the

Lagos. Plan of Action, namely laying a solid basis for initiating a self-sustaining

and.self-reliant .industrial development in the African countries; meeting the basic

need3 of the mass of the population; and providing inputs, into other sectors
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especially food and agricultures transport, and energy. To these ends, a number

of medium- and long-term measures had been selected from among those recently

adopted by the African Ministers of Industry. At the national level, these in

cluded the development, as a matter of priority, of the engineering core industries;

the development of essential raw materials industries based on available resources;

the regular monitoring of progress in the industrial sector nation-vide; the

accelerated development of industrial manpower and indigenous entrepreneurial ca

pabilities; the provision of incentives, including import protection, to essential

industries; assistance for the establishment of small-scale and medium-scale in

dustries; and the establishment of institutional machinery to cater for industrial

training.

138. He went on to enumerate those projects and activities which at the multi-

country level were designed to complement those at national levels•.food and agri

culture-related inputs projects; priority projects related to the.generation and

transmission of energy; priority projects identified in iron and steel, and the

development of a standard multi-purpose low-cost vehicle for use in rural areas;

the intensification of intra-African trade in industrial raw materials; and the

implementation of additional fertilizer projects in view of the shortages expected

even when the projects currently in the pipeline were all completed. Intergovern

mental organizations such as ECOWAS, ECCAS, FTA and CEPGL were recommended to take

urgent steps to implement those projects as a matter of regional priority. It was

suggested that Governments and intergovernmental organizations should continue

efforts to strengthen national and multi-country machinery and encourage consulta

tion among the parties concerned on the best forms of industrial co-operation, and

that guidelines should be formulated on the promotion of investment in multi-country -

projects and the role of the host and other countries.,

139. During the discussion that followed, participants generally agreed that the

document rightly emphasized some of the major problems related to industrialization

such as,financing, transfer of technology and marketing. It was pointed out, however,

that the setting up of new industries in African countries^ was usually accompanied

by protectionist measures, especially when such industries were aimed at serving

domestic markets, although the small size of domestic markets in most African
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countries meant that surplus output in one country offered scope for inter-country

co-operation. Such opportunities should be used to encourage joint ventures

specializing in specific products for the larger combined markets of the partici

pating countries. Joint ventures therefore constituted a correct approach to

industrialization. The secretariat should prepare -a code of conduct on joint ven

tures, which would also deal with the settlement of disputes that might arise

among participating countries.

. The Committee observed that the list of projects in the annex to the document

did not include community projects approved in 1975 by the UDEAC Conference of

Heads of State. One representative said that no clear recommendations seemed to

have been made in the document for submission to the Conference of Ministers.

Another representative9 commenting on the projects listed in the annex and other

unimplemented projects such as the UDEAC ones., suggested an in-depth analysis of

some major problems such as technology and financing was needed. Moreover, the ser

vices of African regional-specialized institutions such as AATPO, ARCT, AKCEDEM and

AIHTTR should be utilized in solving some of the problems encountered in implement

ing projects, such as those associated with patents, innovations and inventions.

Xklt In response to the question on the document's omission of UDEAC projects the

secretariat explained that when the projects were being selected, a list of

criteria for selection of multinational core projects had been prepared by ECA,

OAU and UNIDO and sent to all member States and intergovernmental organizations.

Unfortunately,.some of the projects received, including those of UDEAC, had not

met the criteria and had therefore not been included in the programmes. They had,

however, been retained for local promotion within relevant economic groupings. More

over, the existing subreginnal programmes constituted an initial selection which

would need to be reviewed and supplemented. Consultations were under way between

ECA and UNIDO on the organization of a meeting in 1985, probably in West Africa,

to review the existing subregional integrated industrial promotion programmes for

the Decade.
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lU2o As regards clear recommendations, the document contained recommendations on

the implementation of the multinational projects, the continuation of negotiations

and consultations on projet implementation, support for indigenous entrepreneurs,

the establishment of institutions, and the creation of national industries to pro

duce agricultural implements and spare parts.

. Following the explanations given "by the secretariat, the Committee agreed

that all the recommendations should "be grouped under a separate chapter of the

document.

». It was noted that although the UDEAC Community projects had been approved

they were far from getting off the ground. The ECA secretariat was expected

to assist in their implementation, especially by mobilizing financial resources

and advising the UDEAC countries on how best to utilize the limited resources

available. One representative suggested that any inaccuracies in the data on

natural resources compiled by ECA and the international community should be

corrected and that such data should be supplemented as the improved knowledge

would permit the selection of industrial projects to promote complementarities

among participating countries. It was suggested that the resources should be

made available for pre-feasibility studies and a group of experts should be

set up to consult prospective participating countries with a view to evaluating

the projects' socio-economic impact and benefits. The projects selected should

be designed to meet the needs of the peoples and be labour-intensive. The ECA

secretariat was requested to study means of acting on those proposals.

The Committee recommended that stronger emphasis should be put on the

need to pool resources for the implementation of agreed projects and to further

sensitize African countries on the programme for the Industrial Development

Decade for Africa, in particular with respect to technology, financing, and

training of technicians.
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lU6. It was suggested that the important issue of maintenance should also be

dealt with in the document. One of the reasons for the slow implementation

of the Decade programme was that not all the measures recommended for implemen

tation during the preparatory phase of the Decade had been carried out.

. The secretariat agreed that, for. instance, subregional industrial strategies

for UDEAC could be formulated in co-operation with UDEAC using a study on the

evaluation of the UDEAC common industrial development policy which had been

prepared in lQ8*t as a framework. The development of small-scale and medium-

sized industries was provided for in the Decade programme and the ECA secretariat

hdd already prepared a directory on small-scale industries in Africa, which

would be circulated to all member States and other target groups and entrepreneurs.

Many problesms were dealt with in depth in the master plans prepared for some

countries. Efforts had been made to publicize the programme for the Decade through

radio interviews and articles in newspapers. Other publicity material was under

preparation by ECA and UNIDO.

. It was difficult to secure financing for projects under the Decade programme.

It might be more efficient to try to mobilize funds for packages of projects than

for single projects. Although the recently established African Industrial Deve

lopment Fund (AIDF) was one of the main sources of funds for the Decade only lU

countries had signed or ratified the Agreement establishing it. It was suggested

that those countries that had not yet done so should be urged to accede to the

Fund, and all member States urged to pay their contributions so as to enable it

to start operations.
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(viii) Science and technology for development

149. A representative of the secretariat introduced document e/eCa/cM.11/6'cv

on practical sectoral measures for the accelerated attainment of the objectives

of the Lagos Plan of Action and said that machinery and infrastructures needed

to be established or strengthened; with this in view, BCA was assisting member

States, to develop science ;and technology,,

1501' Particular stress had been placed on the role that these disciplines should

play in rural areas and paragraph 24 of the document suggested priority areas- in

which, they should play a.capital role.

■151-■ In the ensuing discussion, the representative of ARCEDSM recalled that his

institution played an important role in the development of science and technology.

A large number of countries had yet to become members of it and h» appealed to

them to join. ARCEDEM was prepared to receive a limited- number of trainees but

only at the request of member States.

152.. One participant noted that the measures and recommendations outlined in

document e/h3A/CM,11/68 were not specific and comprehensive and requested that

much more ooncrete analyses and proposals should be added to it,

153- The Executive Secretary pointed out that paragraph 28 of the document' in

cjuestion was very specific and reflected some particular measures for the develop

ment of science and technology, : :

(ix) Transport and communications

154. Introducing document E/BCA/CMai/71, a representative of the secretariat

informed the Committee that the second phase programme of the United Nations

Transport and Communications Decade in Africa had been approved by the ECA Conference

of Ministers in resolution 287 (XIX) of 26 May 1984- Since that programme was

the valid transport and communications component of the Lagos Plan of Action, he

would deal with only its key elements.
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155. In this connection, ne emphasized the positive relationship between efficient

and reliable transport services and economic development, and enumerated some

problems prevalent in;t#e.transport and communications sectors in Africa which

have hampered economic.development in fhe region.

156. The second phase programme contained about 1050 projects in all the

transport.moties and communications subsectors and was estimated at $18.3 billion.

The most important elements of the programme were the development of (a) transit

corridors serving the land-locked countries^ (b) the Trans-African Highway network;

and (c) intra-Africtn * air transport links.

157. He emphasized that.the overall priority of the, entire programme was the

maintenance and^rehabilitaticn^of seriously deteriorated infrastructure and

facilities and gave a breakdown of the projects contained in the programme, of

the local and external resources airily mobilized and the large financial

resources ($12.0 billion) yet to beiuqbilized for its effective implementation.

158. A draft resolution outlining action to be taken during tt*e programme for the

second phase of the Decade9 would be submitted to the Committee for its consideration

159. The Committee approved the document and agreed to consider the draft

resolution onthe subject.
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(x) Domestic and intra-African trade and finance

- , /■ ■ ■

160. A representative of the secretariat introduced document E/ECA/CM.11/64

and reminded the meeting that despite the important role accorded to it in the

Lagos Plan of Actions domestic and intra-Africah trade still accounted for only

between 2 and 3 per eent'of total African trade1, reflecting the low priority

given to it in the national development plans. He pointed out that the document

Contained1proposals which included trade in agricultural products particularly

food*at the subregional level.

161. One representative drew attention to the legacy inherited of gearing economic

and social development plans toward the needs of former colonial metropolitan

powers; what was required was the re-orientation of strategies in line with

existing realities at the national and the subregional levels.

162. Another representative cautioned against adopting policies which did not

envisage the creation of compensatory mechanisms9 particularly where loss of

certain advantages by member countries was bound to occur as a result.

163* In the view of another representative; the establishment of a payments

union would lead to increases in the price of commodities traded as had been

the case with bilateral agreements. In this regard, indigenous commercial

banks should be called upon to play a greater role in the financing of trade
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as foreign banks encouraged trade only with companies in parent countries. The

same objective could also be achieved through trade centres established in other

countries which could also promote trade on a barter basis.

(xi) Economic and technical co-operation

164. The Executive Secretary introduced'document E/ECA/CM.11/69 and underscored

the important role played by subregional groupings in the promotion of co-operation

and development in almost all fields of economic activity. He cautioned against

the dangers of competition and duplication of effort as was happening currently

in the West African subregion. .

165. The Committee approved the document.

(xii) Establishing the African Monetary Fund; progress report

166. The rapporteur of the second meeting of the intergovernmental group of
j

experts on the establishment of an African Monetary Fund, held in Addis Ababa

from 11 to 15 April 1985, presented its report contained in document E/ECA/CM.11/76.

The presentation was supplemented by a statement by the representative of Egypt

who had chaired the intergovernmental group meeting.

167. After expressing gratitude to the people and Government of Algeria for ,

their financial support for the prefeasibility study on the establishment of an

African Monetary Fund, the Committee took note of the report.
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Improving the management of African economies: some problematic
' ' '

areas

168. A representative of the secretariat introduced document E/ECA/CM.11/44 and

said that there was a growing consensus that, in the search for the possible

causes of and solutions to the economic and social crisis confronting Africa,

attention should focus on the management of the economy. Since national economic

management was a complex subject, the document examined a selected,number of

critical areas where action was urgently needed for the accelerated attainment

of the goals and objectives of the Lagos Plan of Action.

169. However, since the forty-first session of the ?AU Council of Ministers had

decided not to consider the management of the African economy as a separate item

on the agenda for the summit, the Committee decided not to discuss the document in

detail but to submit it to the next session of the Joint Conference of African

Planners, Statisticians and Demographers for further consideration.

170. The Committee commended the secretariat on its initiative in preparing a

document,on a subject which was basic to Africa's present crisis and long-term

development and economic growth prospects. ■ ■., ■ .-:■.■■

171. One representative felt that, while the essence of public enterprises was

economic performance, they were also important governmental instruments to promote

welfare and other objectives which at times required the provision of goods and

services at low prices. While it was agreed that document gave valid reasons for

the failure of some development plans, it was felt that plan failure in Africa was

due to weaknesses in the organization and legal basis for plan formulation,
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implementation and monitoring. It was noted that the recommendation for joint

planning among countries should be construed to mean the planning of inter-country

projects and not the harmonization of national development plans as that was not

practicable.under rcresent circumstances.

172. Hie importance of direct foreign investment was recognized. There was,

however, a need to recommend to member States that they should determine the

specific activities in which transnational corporations could engage instead of

attempting the difficult task of controlling the overinvoicing of imports and

underinvoicin? of exoorts as recommended in the document. With respect to the

recommendation on joint bulk purchases by member States, it was. suggested that

in view of the practical problems involved, it woul- be better to recommend that

member States should make joint bulk purchases"at the national level and,

perhaps, establish State import corporations.
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Item-2:

Special programme of action for improvement of the food situation

and rehabilitation of agricultural development in Africa

173. In considering this item9 the Committee decided to follow the outline worked

out by the Steering Committee to prepare the OAU summit as contained in its document

CM/1284 (XLD-STEERII-JG/CTTEE/RPT.CI).

174. Introducing the item9 a representative of the ECA secretariat made general

observations on the proposals of the Steering Committee and specific suggestions

for their improvement.

I. Immediate measures to combat food emergencies

A. At the national level

(i) Establishment of an early warning system - compendium of indicators.

(a) Crop conditions

The representative of the secretariat suggested that data on

rainfall by locality, on the planting period and on the use of

fertilizers and/or pesticides could be used to evaluate crop

conditions.

(b) Price trends

He suggested that information might be collected on consumer and

producer prices9 including prices of imported foodstuffs.

(c) Influx of refugees

He proposed that the appropriate phrase was "movement of people

within and between countries" since people who were not refugees
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could be pushed to leave their places of residence in search of

food and water elsewhere.

(d) Disruption of marketing systems

Indicators of disruption of marketing systems could be obtained

from studies on trade flows and the market situation and from

the movements of food-carrying vehicles.

(e) Nutritional deficiencies

'""' One participant suggested that the topic should read "Nutritional

and health deficiencies". ; .■,-.

(ii) Emergency measures

The representative of the secretariat stressed the importance of a mechanism

for assessing heeds, mobilizing relief at the national level, co-ordinating

foreign assistance9 mobilizing transport and assessing aid distribution logistics.

B. At the subregional level

In order to promote national survival he suggested that the following

measures at the subregional level should be proposed as a new section B; the

present section B and C would become C and D respectively.

(i) Co-ordination of networks of early warning systems;

(ii) Setting-up of emergency food reserves;

■ ■'■■*■■■■. ■ i

(iii) Co-operation between land-locked and coastal countries;

r: (iv) Establishment of emergency funds through existing multinational or

subregional development banks.
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c* At the regional ..level .„ ; v,r.

(i) The representative of the secretariat suggested that there was need

for member States to strengthen the Special Emergency Assistance Fund

Created by the QAU Assembly of Heads of State and Government by resolution

AHG/133; :; -s-

(ii) Announcement of food surpluses ..-.

The representative of the secretariat proposed that EGA and OAU

secretariats, in collaboration with other competent United Nations

agencies, should publish periodical reports on food-abundant and food-

deficit countries and on harvest conditions in various countries and

subregions.

D. At' the international level

(i) Close co-operation between donor countries and agencies and Governments

of African aid recipient countries. r

175. The representative of the secretariat suggested that the heading should read

"Improved co-ordination between donor and recipient African countries in order to

increase food aid and ensure*its effective transportation and distribution" and

that a reference to the provision of technical and financial assistance to early

warning systems, emergency operations co-ordinating mechanisms, and emergency funds

should be added.

176. The Executive Secretary advised the meeting that the establishment of early

warning systems should not be undertaken by the crisis-affected countries only;

all African countries should establish such systems since they were all vulnerable

to drought and other natural calamities and needed to be prepared to deal with

such emergency situations. The early warning systems should be put on a permanent

basis and at the xnterministerial and intersectoral levels. The institutional unit

responsible for administering them should probably be in the Ministry of Agriculture
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with the co-operation of other ministries such as national planning, commerce and,

the environment and should issue report on the situation at least quarterly.

This with other informations should be widely disseminated to government agencies

and to other institutions and individuals including farmers in the rural areas.

177. With regard to the possibility of member States establishing and contributing

to emergency funds he observed that drought and crisis-affected countries were

prevented from establishing emergency funds in their countries since they were

primarily concerned with meeting daily expenditure. It was also impossible for

them to contribute to subregionsl and regional emergency funds and there was

therefore a need to set up such funds at the international and subregional levels

with the assistance of more fortunate member States and the international community.

Without such co-operative systems which would exchange information, national efforts

were likely to be frustrated. Similarly, it was necessary, to integrate national

actions so as to ensure increased efficiency. Indeed, since survival at the

national level could depend on action at the subregional and international levels,

it was essential that national efforts should continue which subregional structures

were set up. Finally he emphasized the interrelatedness between emergency, immediate

and rehabilitation measures and warned against their rigid compartmentalization.

■; '■ ■ -••■ '": ■ ■■■"■. ■■■■'-'>'" /■ r r .<

II. Rehabilitation of African agriculture

A. Short-term .measures

178. With regard to the Steering Committee's proposals on the rehabilitation of

African agriculture in the short-term, a representative of the secretariat observed

that the topic should take into account national, regional and international

aspects of the problem. -Similarlys certain incentives relevant to the emergency

measures should also be considered, in connection with rehabilitation; these included

constant and periodic revision of farm prices: support and assistance to such major

producers as peasants, women and rural youth through improved extension servicesj

and an adequate supply of consumer goods to rural areas at accessible prices so as

to turn the terms of trade in their favour.
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179. A number o£ participants suggested that the Steering Committee's proposals

should be improved by adding the following measures:

(i) An agrarian reform which would make for more rational use of land in

every African country;

(ii) The provision of agricultural inputs such as improved seeds and

seedlings to farmers;

(iii) The improvement of marketing channels including mechanisms for

guaranteeing the produce of the farmer:

(iv) The setting-up of agricultural credit schemes in rural areas 5

, ; (v) The establishment of research and extension stations to support

agricultural plans and techniques;

(vi) The provision of land to refugees and communities that were not

originally farmers;

(vii) Announcement of producer prices before the growing season;

(viii) Encouragement of both small-scale and large-scale farms;

(ix) Dissemination of data on agro-climatic conditions to help the farmer

make more informed decisions.

180. With respect to terms of trade in the urban and rural areas9 one participant

feared that better terms of trade for the rural farmer would destabilize the

economy. Allaying those fears, the Executive Secretary explained that hitherto the

rural farmer had been subsidizing the urban dweller and agricultural production had

suffered as a result. The objective now was to reverse that trend and encourage

agricultural production.
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B. Medium-term measures

181. The participants recommended strengthening agricultural training and extension

services9 improving rural services to stem the rural exodus, and reinforcing

agricultural co-operatives. One participant urged that investment policies should

be reviewed and orianted towards food production, and that since many countries

were affected by the encroaching effects of the desert there was a need to

harmonize policies in that area. There was also a need for policies on better

livestock utilization. Another participant recommended that fishing should be

carried out in national territorial waters as agreed at various international fora.

.■ rr i

182. On food security9 one participant stressed the need to encourage farmers to

establish their own stocks by devising appropriate food storage and processing

facilities within rural areas. The objective of the proposal was to prevent

farmers iErom selling their surplus because of the risk of deterioration.

183. The representative of Mali said that a national emergency fund had existed

in tes country since 1971 and was financed through contributions made by" drought-

affected nationals of Mali and managed by national institutions in charge of

drought problens.

184. One participant suggested thdt an early warning system should not be related

solely to food availability but also to production and factors such as water

resources and the rate of desertification having a direct bearing on it, which can

be monitored by techniques such as remote sensing.

185.L In reaction to an earlier observations cne participant observed that the

expression "influx of refugees" was accurate and could not be replaced ;by "movement

of population" which was a technical term including such factors as births and

deaths which were entirely unrelated to the influx of refugees.
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186. Referring to the announcement of surplus food at the regional level, the

representative of Kenya suggested that the same measure should also be used at

the subregional level. He said that hia country had attempted to co-operate

with six other African countries in implementing a surplus announcement system

with the assistance of FAO but without great success as it was not easy to determine

which country should take the lead in informing others on what food surpluses

were available, where and at what prices.

187. He emphasized the need to focus on crop production throughout the development

process and told the meeting that his country had established a system of

continuous monitoring of the food supply situation requiring all institutions

concerned with food storage and. supply to monitor the level of food reserves on a

quarterly or weekly basis. The system had made it possible to draw the attention

of concerned ministries and the office of the President to any worsening of the

situation and to advise on what food items should be imported and from where.

188. Regarding the announcement of food surpluses, one participant suggested that

the services of institutions such as PADIS should be used to monitor surpluses.

He concluded thats since FAO already had a mechanism for obtaining and disseminating

information on food surpluses in Africa, it should be allowed to continue, but

observed that there was a need to place stronger emphasis on the role which African

institutions such as the West African Remote Sensing Centre at Ouagadougou and

the African Meteorological Centre at Nairobi could play.

189. The representative of UNEP informed the Committee about the work of his

organization in the collection and storage of data on food and other critical

parameters in dealing with the crisis and suggested the possibility of adapting

the Geneva-based data bank for use in Africa.

190. The representative of WHO emphasized the importance of including information

on rainfall as one of the meteorological parameters to be taken into account in

food monitoring. Finally9 the Committee called on African financial institutions

to open special windows for financing emergency and short-term programmes and

activities related to the food and agricultural crisis.
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III• Structural reforms: Long-term measures

A- Research, technology and distribution systems

191. One representative proposed that a new point (h) to read "retention of good

calibre research, through financial and other inducements to avoid the brain

drain" should be added.

B« Training of skilled manpower and improvement of living conditions in

rural areas

192. The same representative suggested that the title should be amended to read

"Training of skilled manpower and improvement of living and working conditions of

agricultural extension personnel to avoid the exodus of skilled agricultural

manpower" that a new point (e) to read "encouragement, through financial assistance

and other inducements9 for trained and experienced agriculturalists to take up

full-time farming" and that a further point (f) to read "promote research into

food processing technology and food science, in line with changing eating habits"

should be added.

193. These suggestions were accepted by the Committee.

194. The representative of the Centre on Integrated Rural Development for Africa

(CIRDAFRICA) expressed concern over the omission from the Steering Committee

Report of the important aspect of rural development. He emphasized that not only

was rural development an important element in the Lagos Plan of Action but that,

above all, the future economic development of Africa in general and food and

agricultural production in particular depended on the development and mobilization

of the rural peasants who were the backbone of food production in Africa.
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195. In this regard, he requested the Committee to include in its report'

proposals for consideration by the OAU Heads of State and Government at their

twenty-first summit of rural development in general and CIRDAFRICA in particular.

The establishment of CIRDAFRICA was one of the important follow-up actions on the

Lagos Plan of Action and suggested for inclusion in the Steering Committee's

report the following: ■ t.v ■.

1. Under Section III "Structural reforms: Long-term measures", Section B,

the addition of an item (g) to read as follows :

(g) provision of support to the Centre on Integrated Rural Development for

Africa (CIDAFRICA) by all the OAU member countries which ratified the

Final Act establishing the Centre and payment on their contribution* on

time to enable the Centre fulfil its mandate. -.;■ ■■>

2. Under Section F9 the addition to the end of sub-paragraph (h) of the

following sentence:

"In particular, by giving support to CIRDAFRICA and its network of

National Integrated Rural Development Centre (NIRDCS) to enable them

fulfil their mandate as provided for in the CIRDAFRICA Final Act".

3. Under Section V - "Refugees, Displaced Persons and Victims of Natural

Disasters", part B deletion of the present paragraph (a) and its replacement by: ,

(a) "All OAU member countries should ratify the Final Act establishing

the Centre on Integrated Rural Development for Africa (CIRDAFRICA) whose

mandate should be extended to include dissemination of humanitarian law

. and of information on population movements attributable to man-made

or natural disasters".

196. The Committee suggested that the topic should become a new subsection C of

section II. Rehabilitation of African Agriculture.
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IV. Drought and desertification control

Measures recommendeds

B. At the subregional, regional and international level

197. The representative of UNEP proposed that subparagraphs (i)s (vi)'-and (x)

would be amended to read as follows;

(i) Improvement of intra-African co-operation to combat drought and

desertification around,each of the African deserts (Sahara, Kalahari,

Namibia and Somali-Cuallbi), and promotion of exchange of information,

competence and techniques in desertification and drought control;

(vi) Implementation of the Special Memorandum by the ECA Conference of

Ministers on Africa's Economic and Social Crisiss of ECA resolution

499 (XIX) entitled "Regional Plan of Action to combat the impacts of

Drought in Africa" and ECA resolution 528 (XIX) on the meteorological

services to combat drought in Africa and the United Nations Plan of

Action to Combat Desertification;

(x) Need for the development and aid programmes of well-off countries to

include a share of desertification and drought control in relation to

the magnitude of the. scourge.
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Item 3

- External debt

(a) Emergency measures;

(b) Medium-term measures;

(c) Long-term measures.

198. A representative of the secretariat introduced document E/ECA/CM.11/65

"The management of Africa's external debt", which had been prepared at the request

of the Steering Committee to enable it to make recommendations on the debt problem.

He commented that the external debt of African countries had been growing signi

ficantly, to an estimated 170 to 175 billion dollars in 1985.< The size o£ the

debt was not by itself a hindrance to development. The difficulty lay in the

repayment of the principal plus interest and other charges. Unfortunately, most

loans did not yield enough foreign currency to meet countries1 debt service

obligations, and the main creditors were not willing to associate Africa with the

negotiations on the repayment or rescheduling of Latin American and Asian external

debts.

199. He then discussed briefly the measures proposed in the document to deal with

Africa's external debt crisis.

200. Some representatives called for the study to be transmitted directly to the

Steering Committee, since the study had been made at its request. The majority

view, however, was that the Committee should examine the document before trans

mitting it to the Steering Committee.

201. Approval was voiced of the idea of an international conference on Africa's

external debt; it was commented that a joint document on Africa's debt should.be

prepared for submission to the summit of Heads of State of the developed countries

scheduled for later in the year. One representative said it was up to African

countries to initiate appropriate adjustment measures without losing sight of the

fact that co-operation with the developed countries was a necessity. Another said

that the balance of payments in his country had been corrected through austerity

measures and national sacrifices. It was suggested that commercial banks could be

requested to repatriate excess funds so that they could be utilized at the national

level. One speaker commented that the proposed approach beyond the national level
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seemed too optimistic, but that as far as negotiations with the main creditors

were concerned, it would be useful to study closely what happened with Latin

America.

202. The observer for A0B said it would be more appropriate in paragraph 37 (ii)

of the document to say that -institutions should be encouraged to "continue"

rather than "re-examine" their lending policies.

203. The observer for OAU informed the Committee that Egypt had called on the

African Group in Geneva to prepare a joint memorandum on Africa's external debt

for Heads of State of developed countries. The request had been communicated to

African countries, and the secretariat of OAU was awaiting their reaction.

204. The general sentiment in the Committee was that the problem of a joint memo

randum should be left to the Heads of State and Government of OAU.

Item 4

" Proposals for a common platform for action

205. A representative of the secretariat, introduced three documents for discussion

in the following order: (a) Proposals for a common platform for action (E/ECA/

CM.11/67); (b) a subregional approach to national survival (E/ECA/CM.11/34) and

(c) the destabilization of the southern African (front-line) States: Cumulative

impact on the current economic and social crisis (E/ECA/CM.11/66) and the call for

a common platform for action had never been so pressing as today when Africa was

suffering the most serious economic crisis in history, compounded by the aggravation

of protectionism in international trade and an unfavourable economic and monetary

environment which seriously affected the capacity of African Governments to face

the crisis.

206. In suggesting a platform for dialogue at the subregional, regional and

international levelSj, Africa endeavoured to follow lessons from history which

showed that during natural disasters and wars, the countries that fared best were

always those able to feed themselves. Therefore, subregional food self-sufficiency

and food security should be the pillar of any subregional platform for promoting

intra-African trade in locally produced agricultural products, especially food.
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207. Furthermore, for the common platform to be complete/it should devote

particular attention to the following sectors: (a) co-operation in science and

technology; (b) co-operation in industrial development; (c) co-operation in

transport and communications; (d) co-operation in human resources development.

208. "With regard to specific action, a distinction should be made between

international action at the level of South-South dialogue within the framework

of the group of 77 and the movement of Non-Aligned Countries on the. one handy.,

and the South-North dialogue in the context of GATT, ACP, EEC, IfoF,..and the

World Bank on the other. . . , ■-

209.-'A representative of the secretariat said that document E/ECA/CK.11/34

suggested appropriate action for each subregion to take.

210. Referring to document E/ECA/Cr. 11/66, he drew attention to the fact that

the interventionist policy of South Africa had been intensified and was putting

pressure on the economies of all neighbouring and front-line States such as

Mozambique, Angola, Botswana,.Lesotho, Malawi, Swaziland, the Seychelles, Zimbabwe,

Zambia, Madagascar and Mauritius.

211. Destabilization by South Africa, ranging from direct political and military

intervention to economic intervention in sensitive economic sectors such as trade

and finance, investments, loans and subsidies, transport and communications,

industry, regulations and procedures concerning labour, was denounced.

: 212. the insolence and. arrogance of South-Africa were the more dangerous since

that country was not party to the treaty on the non-proliferation of nuclear arms

and threatened the whole African continent with the horrors of the1nuclear weapon.

213. In the debate that followed delegations requested that the documents,

particularly those dealing with 'Proposals for a common platform for action"

and "A subregional approach to national survival" be improved.

214. With regard to the first document, participants requested that at the

subregional and regional levels, more emphasis should be put on obstacles to

economic integration, and the subject elaborated. The following obstacles were

mentioned: non-respect of financial commitments as a result of the crisis; the

fact that the procedures accepted by common agreement were often violated through

lack of political will; the lack of complementarity of African economies; and the

inadequacy of transport and communication infrastructures.
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215. Participants also requested that certain conditions such as; those given
v ■■■■■,. ■■.,,■

below should be emphasized in the documents since economic^integration could

not be achieved without them: political will from States; sound management of

African economies; a consolidation of subregiorial organizations; an adequate

flow of information; and the identification of focal point to follow up on

regional economic cCr-operation. ■„■■■;• ;

216. The participants recommended that at the international level, efforts should

be directed in the following critical areas: (a) Towards international organiza

tions dealing with agriculture (e.g. FAO/WFP); (b> Towards institutions dealing

with development finance, in order to mobilize a maximum of external resources

(e.g. IBRD, IMF, UNDP); and (c) Towards institutions dealing with trade and prices

of basic commodities (e.g. UNCTAD, GATT).

?17. At a time when the multilateral approach to international relations was in

crisis, Africa needed a common front at conferences and international forums such

as EEC/ACP, North-South dialogue, UNCTAD, GATT or the Conference on the Law of the

Sea. In that respect, the participants recommended that Africa should prepare

international negotiations very thoroughly and even consider the possibility of

establishing a team in the form of a steering committee composed of national and

African experts to deal with the main international negotiations. Emphasis was

laid on African participation in IMF and the World Bank, especially in connection

with financial negotiations.

218. One delegate pointed out that in document E/ECA/CM.11/67 particularly in

paragraphs 26 to 30, there were some unwarranted assertions which did not reflect

reality. He therefore called on the secretariat to modify the contents of the

above-mentioned paragraphs. The secretariat took note of the request.

219. TWo delegations indicated that contrary to paragraph SO of document E/ECA/

CM.11/34, there existed operational co-operation institutions in the North Africa

subregion. The secretariat took note of the information. One representative did

not agree with the pessimistic tone used in paragraphs 51 to 60 of the same document

and the divergence between the contents of the paragraphs and the headings of the

subtitles; he requested that those parts of the text be modified. The secretariat

took note of that suggestion.
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220. Finally, a representative of ARSO indicated that as part of the "BUY AFRICAN

GOODS" campaign (paragraph 7(ii) of document E/ECA/CM.11/67), due account should

be taken of tariff and non-tariff barriers between African countries, the promo

tion of the quality of African products, and the need to harmonize the standards

of African goods,

221. The document dealing with the destabilization of Southern!African States

by South Africa was enriched by a declaration from the Angolan delegation which

dwelt at length on the war situation and the horrors of total destruction afflic*

ting her1 country which were imposed by South Africa. She proposed measures designed

to fight the racist regime of South Africa, ranging from internal resistance in all

its forms through information to armed struggle and the mobilization of inter

national opinion through African demonstrations and petitions, if necessary.

222. Before closing the discussion, she deplored the fact that document E/ECA/

CM.11/66 did not propose a common front-line States defence system against South

Africa.
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PART III\ ;of the.agenda: Second regular session of the Economic,and Social

Council (ECOSOC) of the United Nations, Geneva, July

: 198$t Priority, consideration of the question of the

...-, - review of the immediate and long-term aspects of the

critical economic situation in Africa and the -follow-

up of the response by the international community of the

.-. .. . , United .Nations system

Item 1

Review of the immediate aspects of the economic situation in Africa

223. A representative: of the .secretariat informed the meeting that.the Economic

and. Social Council woul,d review the economic situation in Africa as generally

describe^,in the various documents which the Committee had already discussed.

It would also review the activities of the international.community and in parti

cular the United Nations Office of Emergency Operations in Africa with respect

to the: crisis. . ;

Item 2.:. -. . ■ :

Follow-up of the response by the international community to the General

Assembly's Declaration on the Critical Economic Situation in Africa

(General Assembly resolution 39/29 Annex) ■ . -.

22U. A representative of the secretariat stated that the document on this item

would be prepared at United Nations Headquarters in New York and was therefore

not available for the Committee to consider.

Item 3 :

Follow-up of the response by the United Nations system to the General

Assembly's Declaration on the Critical Economic Situation in. Africa

(general Assembly resolution 39/29-, Annex)
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225. -The representative of the secretariat introduced document E/ECA/CM.il/f5,

which dealt with the response of'the United Nations system to the General Assembly

Declaration on the Critical Economic Situation in. Africa (General Assembly Reso

lution 39/29). He informed the Committee that some agencies and submitted their

contributions too late for inclusion in the document.

226. In the discussion which followed, the representative of Rwanda suggested that

the analysis "by the Department of Technical Co-operation for Development in para

graph 9 should have included other critical variables than poor management and

fiscal policies since it vas not just poor management and fiscal policies that had

caused the crisis. ........ : ..;

227. The representative of Cameroon observed, in connection with paragraph ■ 58

of the document, that many AFRAAmember States had found it difficult to implement

the ICAO provisions on freedom of the air; he called for action to deal with the

difficulties involved.

228. The observer for HABITAT regretted the lack of a written contribution by his

organization for consideration by the Committee. He hoped such a contribution

would soon arrive from the Headquarters of his organization. He reported that kl

per cent of on-going and 1*5 per cent of all HABITAT projects were currently in

Africa, HABITAT was providing assistance in research and other support to several

African countries affected by natural and man-made disasters, in particular in

strengthening human settlement Institutions and management capabilities. He also

informed the Committee that preparations were in course for the International

Year of Shelter for the Homeless in 1987.

229. The meeting regretted the fact that only a small number of agencies had

contributed to the document, and requested the remainder to submit their contri

butions to the Economic and Social Council as soon as possible.
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Item h :

Reviev of the long-term aspects of the critical economic situation in Africa

230. A representative of the secretariat told the Committee that since all the

relevant issues under this item of the agenda were the same as those under Part

II, items 1 (c) and 2 (d) and (e), which had already been discussed, there was

no need to discuss them again. He suggested that the..Cotamittee's recommendations

to the Economic and Social Council on the long-term aspects of the African crisis

should be based on the discussions of those items. The Committee approved the

suggestion. '
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PART IV of the agenda: Statutory issues

Item 1:

- Reports of the subsidiary bodies of the Commission „

(a) Report of the annual sessions of the MULPOCs

North African MULPOC

231 The Chairman of the North African MULPOC, presenting the report of the

meeting of its plenipotentiaries, held at Tangiers on 12 April 1985, stated that

the meeting had reviewed the implementation of the approved MULPOC*s work programme

in 1984, discussed the work programme for 1985 and assigned priority to ten sectors,

namely trade promotion in North Africa, agriculture, industry, Afro-Arab trade and

financial co-operation, water resources, transport and communications, integration

of women in the development process, establishment of data and information systems,

science and technology, and establishment of a North African Documentation and Information

System (NADIS). Some progress had been made on most of the priority projects,

mainly in the form of appropriate studies. The Council had adopted resolutions

on activities to be undertaken in the priority sectors as of 1986. ^

Gisenyi MULPOC

232. The Chairman of the Gisenyi-based MULPOC described briefly the outcome of the

meeting of the Council of Ministers held from 17 to 20 March 1985. The Council

had concluded that a number of activities in the work programme which it had
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adopted.at its sixth and seventh meetings had not been carried out, and had

recommended mow* realistic priorities for the subr'egion. It had decided that

the focus of the work programme for the period 19er4-1986 should be the project

on multi^sectoral assistance to CEPGL, the follow-up to activities^already

rMt£a£edr and the integration of women in the development process;The Council

had concluded its work by adopting twelve resolutions on activities to be

undertaken in the priority sectors, including food and agriculture with special

emphasis on drought and desertification.

Yaounde MULPOC

233. The Chairman df the Yaounde-based MULPbC presented the report of the eighth

meeting of the Council of Ministers of his subregion's MULPOC held in Ndjamena

(Chad) from 3 to 5 March 1985. Activities under the MULPOC fs 1984 work programme

had concentrated on trade and finance, agricultural research and development

and the integration of women in the development process; the MULPOC had also

participated in the EGA multidisciplinary mission on special assistance to Chad.

The work programme for 1985 and 1986 included new areas that were given high

priority by the member States, namely, transport and communications, population,

industry, environment and human resources. He concluded by appealing for more

funds and staff to enable the MULPOC to implement its programme of work.

Lusaka MULPOC ..,.--;

23^. The Chairman of the Lusaka-based MULPOC reported briefly on the activities

of the Centre as reviewed by the eighth meeting of its Council of Ministers.

After assessing the progress achieved and the problems encountered in work on
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agreed priority projects during 1984, the Council had adopted recommendations

on agriculture, industry, natural resources, trade, monetary and financial

co-operation, human resources., the, integration of women in development, PADIS, :

special projects on assistance to liberation movements in Southern .Africa, and1 i

the work programmes for 1985 and 1986-1987. He drew attention to certain project*

which required urgent action, including drought and desertification and1 the

economic and social crisis. . . .; , ,;, : < •.

Niamey MOLPOC

in the absence of the Chairman, the, pfficer-in-charge of the Niamey-based

MUXPOC reported on the activities of the Centre as reviewed by its Council of

Ministers at its eighth meeting hel<} (in Niamey (Niger) on 15vand 16 March 1985.

He said that 75 per cent of the $ULPOC?s work programme had been fully implemented;

in 1984, as against 68 per cent in 1982,. despite a 15; per cent reduction in the

MULPOC^s financial resources,since 1982-1983. As regards, the integration of women

in development, he stated that the 1985-1986, work programme gave priority to five

areas, namely agriculture and food production, the,impact of desertification on

the status of women and on population movements, the industrial -development of

Africa, the development of huma.n resources, and multinational projects. He pointed

out that the proposals made on the 1985 work programme had been limited to activities

which could be financed from extra-budgetary resources, because of the serious

financial difficulties facing the MOLPOC and the inability of member States to

contribute financially. :
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236. In the discussion that followed,, one representative expressed disappointment

that the Chairman of the Niamey-based I1ULP0C was not available to present the

report as requested by the Council of Ministers of the MULPOC. He also regretted

the absence of the former Director of the Niamey MULPOC, whom he understood to have

left Niameyj if in fact the Director had left for goods the member States of

the MULPOC should have been informed. The same representative asked why of

all the MULPOCs, only one had a substantive head. He sought clarification on

the role of member States in the preparation of EGA work programmes and asked

for details of the funding UNIDO was reportedly prepared to offer for projects

under the Industrial Development Decade for Africa.

237. The representative of Zaire asked why no progress had been made on the

conversion of the Kinshasa User-service Remote Sensing Centre into a subregional

institution.

238. It was generally felt that tha priorities and activities included in the

work programme of the MULPOCs should in future emanate first and foremost from the

member States. The need for greater co-operation among the MULPOCs was emphasized

and it was suggested that a more appropriate forum for discussion on matters of

common interest to the various subregions should be provided for.

239. A representative of the secretariat described measures already taken and

planned to second staff from ECA headquarters to the MULPOCsB emphasizing that

since resources from the regular budget for that purpose were inadequate and-

unlikely to increase member States must contribute more to the work of the MULPOCs,

particularly through UNTFAD. Many MULPOCs had acting directors at the moment
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because the former Directors had recently retired or had not had their contracts

renewed because of the relevant United Nations regulations. Steps were, however,

being taken to fill the vacancies. He emphasized the importance of host country

agreements and appealed to the governments which had not yet signed them to do so.

With respect to the proposed conversion of the Kinshasa remote sensing centre

into a subregional one9 another representative of the secretariat said that action

had been delayed because information on the itinerary of the ad hoc mission to

Zaire and other interested countries in the subregion had not been received from

the Kinshasa centre in time for approval by the African Council on Remote Sensing.

Once that information was received ECA would take follow-up action as required.

The Executive Secretary reported difficulties in recruiting new Directors

for the MULPOCs. Because of the sensitivity of these posts, he had always insisted

that they should be occupied by citizens of the respective subregions. Yet

because of the United Nations principle of universality, he had sometimes been

presented with candidates from other regions by United Nations Headquarters.

When, not finding suitable candidates from the unrepresented or under-represented

countries of a subregions he proposed candidates from overrepresented countries4he-

was invariably reminded of the principle of equitable geographical representation .

If member States wanted the Directors of the MULPOCs to be citizens of the respective

subregions9 they should give him the necessary backing to pursue his negotiations

with Headquarters.

» He described the steps he had taken to strengthen the MULPOCs and promised

to do more despite severe resource constraints. He recalled that a resolution
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of the Commission had requested member States to augment the resources of the

MDLPOCs by seconding national experts to them, if not permanent by at least on

a consultancy basis. That request had yet to be answered. It was important for

States to respond since that was one way of pursuing national and collective

self-reliance.

with respect to the role of member States in the formulation of EGA and

MULPOCs* work programmes, he told the Committee that all work programme proposals

had to be examined by the representatives of member States before they were

finalized. In fact9 one of the major tasks of the Technical Preparatory Committee

was programme formulation.

. While co-operation between subregions was essential in establishing an African

common market and an African economic community, he did not feel that a new

mechanism was needed for the purpose. Representatives of member States could

meet to exchange ideas during the Conference of Ministers or the biennial meetings

of the Joint Conference of Planners, Statisticians and Demographers.

. The secretariat would seek information from UHIDO on its preparedness to

finance industrial projects within the framework of the Industrial Development

Decade for Africa, and circulate the information it received to all member States

and interested intergovernmental organizations.
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("b) Report of the f'ourth meeting of the Conference of African Ministers

of Social Affairs . : . - ■ ■ <;'

246. A representative of the secretariat introduced document E/ECA/CM.11/H6

and informed the Committee that the deliberations of the Conference had

resulted in the adoption of six important resolutions. - ;

247. The first related to the report of the Secretary General a.i. of OAU

on that organization's activities since the Third Conference of African

Ministers of Social7 Affairs and appealed to all OAU member States to contribute

generously to the special fund for drought and famine relief in Africa. The .

second, relating to African migrant workers, requested the Secretary General

of OAU and the Executive Secretary of ECA to continue their assistance to

the African Group in New York in preparing the draft international convention

on the protection of the rights of all migrant -workers and their families.

248. The third, relating to the OAU pluri-annual programme on the implementation

of social aspects of the Lagos Plan of Action, appealed to UNDP arid ILO to continue

to * collaborate with QAU in implementing project activities during the

operational phase of the programme. The fourth, on a draft African charter for

social action, requested that the Secretary-General of OAU and the Executive

Secretary of ECA should make all necessary arrangements for the approval of an

adequate budget to enable the ad hoc committee to prepare the proposed draft

charter.

249. The fifth, on the establishment of an African Rehabilitation Institute (AHl)9

uPged member States to communicate to the OAU secretariat their reactions to the

pertinent draft agreement and all OAU member Statess donor countries. UNDP and

other funding agencies to give ell necessary financial and other assistance to

ARI. The sixth resolution was on the interregional consultation on developmental

social welfare policies and programmes.

290. The Committee took note of the report.
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(c) Report of the Second Conference of Ministers Responsible for Human

Resources Planning, Development and Utilization

251= A representative of the secretariat introduced document E/ECA/CM.11/10. The

recommendations of the Technical Committee of Experts s which were approved

by the Ministers, focused on programmes vital for enhancing the quality of

human resources. A second set of recommendations related to policies and to

the institutional machinery for human resources planning, development and

utilization. The meeting had encouraged member States to adopt comprehensive

policies in the field of human resources as part and parcel of overall national

development strategies*

252. In that connection, appropriate machinery for the formulation, implementation,

co-ordination and evaluation of policies and programmes was recognized as "being

central to human resources planning, development and utilization.

253 = ife added that the Conference had also adopted the report of the first and

second meetings of the Ministerial Follow-up Committee of Nine, which had

reviewed the implementation of the decisions of the first Conference of Ministers

and also examined the operational scope of the Conference of Ministers Responsible

for Human Resources Planning, Development and Utilization relative to the

activities of other regional bodies working in specific areas of human resources

development. The Follow-up Committee had made recommendations on various subject

areas including public administration and management and fellowships administration,

25U. The second meeting of the Ministerial Follow-up Committee of Nine had

concentrated on finalizing the draft terms of reference and rules of procedure

of the Conference of Ministers Responsible for Human Resources Planning,

Development and Utilization.

255. The Committee took note of the r'eport.
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(d) Report,;of the second meeting of Vice-Chancellors9 Rectors and Yice-

Presidents of African Institutions of Higher Learning

256, A representative of the secretariat introduced document E/ECA/CM.

and informed the Committee that the second meeting had chosen as its theme

"The response of institutions of higher learning to Africa's rapidly deteriorating

social and economic conditions".

257- In the context of its objectives, the Conference had adopted a programme

of action representing the collective contribution of the institutions to regional,

subregional and national efforts to mitigate the crisis in the short, medium

and long terms; these were set out in the Mbabane Programme of Action. The

Conference had also adopted a resolution on the response of the African

institutions of higher learning to Africa's rapidly deteriorating economic and

social conditions.

258. The Committee took note Qf the repor.t.
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(e) Keport of the fourth feting of the Intergovernmental Committee of

Experts of African Least Developed Countries

259. The rapporteur of the fourth meeting of the Intergovernmental Committee of

Experts of African Least Developed Countries introduced the report of the meeting

(document E/ECA/CM.llA9) and outlined the topics which the meeting of experts

had considered.

260. The discussion of those points had led to the adoption of a draft resolution

on measures to ensure the effective and accelerated implementation of the (-

Substantial New Programme of Action in the African least developed countries

during the second half of the 1980s which called upon the developed donor , ;

countries to respond positively to requests from the African least developed

countries for an alleviation of their debt burden resulting from official

development assistance (ODA) loans, including possible cancellation of such debts

and other retroactive adjustments and to implement fully the provisions of

UWCTAD's Trade andDevelopment Board fesolution 165(S~IX) of 11 March 19T8..

* The Committee took note of the document.
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(t) Report of the Intergovernmental Committee of Experts for Science and

Technology1 -Development '...-. ;.. .;■.•..„'_;. -^ - ■ ..- f-

262. A representative of the secretariat, introducing document E/ECA/CffiUli/4, said

that at its third meeting, the Committee had considered how it could increase its

effectiveness, in ensuring that science and technology promoted greater collective

self-reliance among member States, improved collaboration in the publication of'

directories on aspects of science and technology focal points at the national level,

and promoted the inputs which the science and technology community and institutions

could contribute to alleviating the impact of the current African crisis,

263. In addition, the Committee had endorsed the recommendation by the meeting of

African experts on new and emerging technologies held in Switzerland from 22 to 26

October I984 to establish an Advanced Technology Alert,- System for Africa (ATAS),

and decided that the implementation of the other recommendations would be studied

once the full' report had been made available to the member States,

264/ The' meeting took note of the report*

(s) Report of the African JJitergpyernn.en.tal meetiiig. on aspects of application

of the provisions of the Convention on _the_ Law of the Sea

265. A representative of the secretariat introduced the report( document E/ECA/CM.11/12)

and document E/ECA/CM.11/i8 on developing African capabilities for the exploration,

exploitation and development of marine resources in Africa. He stated that although

the Convention of the Law of the Sea; had accorded rights to exercise sovereignty

over a twelve-mile territorial area of the sea and a two hundred-mile Exclusive

Economic Zone (EEZ) most countries of the region lacked the technology and the

administrative and legislative capabilities to exercise those rights. The

Commission progranane on marine affairs, however, was geared to assisting member

States to upgrade their capabilities. Although no resource had so far been

allocated to the programme from the regular budget, it was hoped that the

situation would change in the bienniura 1986-1987. Document E/ECA/CM.II/18

provided guidelines on how to develop African capabilities for the exploration,

exploitation and development of marine resources in Africa, flhe Algerian

delegation made reservations on document E/ECA/CM. Il/l2. The Committee took

note of the two documents.
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(h) Report of the .sixth meeting of the Africa.. Regional Co-ordinating Committee

on the Integration of Women in jjevelptpent .\-....-.- ;

266. The Chairperson of ARCC introduced document E/ECA/CM, 11/50 and told the

meeting that her Committee had considered five items, namely a report on the

activities of the outgoing Chairperson of ARCC and of the subregional'committees;

a report on activities of the African Training and Research Centre for Women (ATRCW);

the revised note on the institutional framework governing relations between various

organs established to promote the integration of women in development; modalities

of ijnplementation of the Arusha Forward-Looking Strategies for the Advancement of

African Women beyond the United Nations Decade for Women; and preparation of the

World Conference to Review and Appraise the Achievements of the Undted Nations

Decade for Women. *

267. Consideration of the various items had resulted in the adoption of two

resolutions. One on the integration of women in development, requested Governments

and international agencies to continue to assist national machineries for the

integration of women in development, and called on those States that had not yet

done so to sign, ratify and implement the Convention on the elimination of all

Forms Of Discrimination against Women1. The other resolution, an African participation

in the World Conference to Review and Appraise the Achievements of the United

Nations Decade for Women: Equality, Development and Peace, to be held at Nairobi

in July 1985, urged African women to adopt and maintain a firm united Stand in

order to ensure thai their interests were safeguarded and taken into consideration,~

and appealed to the OiHJ Steering Committee responsible for preparing the 1985

African Economic Summit to place on the agenda for the Summit an item on the

economic role of women in development with due regard to the Arusha Strategies.

268. The Committee took note of the report.

(i) Report of the Inaugural. Meeting of the. Federation of African JJjaamberg of Commerce

269. A representative of the secretariat introduced document E/ECA/CM. Il/l9 and

said that members should immediately encourage their.national Chambers of Commerce

to join the Federation, an instrument for the promotion of intra-African trade,

whose establishment was approved by the OAU Heads of State and Government as set

forth in the Lagos Plan of Action. He also urged the meeting to recommend that the
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Federation should be given consultative status with OAU.

J27O. The Committee took note of the report

(j) Report on the International Population Conference^ Mexico, 6-13 August ._198_4-

271' A representative of the secretariat-, introducing document E/ECA/CM.11/3, said
tha"fc it was up to the member States to ensure that the recommendations were .

implemented in line with their own options and development strategies; the ECA

secretariat was ready to provide the necessary technical assistance,

272. One representative said that the.Plan of Action adopted in Mexico Citytshould

be brought into line with the Kilimanjaro Programme since in Africa living space

was not a problem. As for family planning, the only suitable approach was

responsible parenthood* He therefore suggested that the two documents should be

aligned.

273. The Committee took note of the report.

(k) Final. Report of-the AcirHoQ Intergovernmental Committee, on BCA/OAU-sponacred

Institutions . - ■ ■ .■

274# The Chairman of the Ad-floo Committee on the evaluation of ECA and OAU-

sponsored institutions introduced its final report (document E/ECA/CM.il/17) and

called the attention of the meeting to the recommendations of the Ad_-Hoc

Committee, including1 the options contained in the annex to the report.

275. The Committee discussed these issues in olosed session* After a fruitful

exchange of views, it decided to accept the Ad-Hoc Committee's recommendation in

paragraph,68 of its report, namely that the ECA Executive Secretary and the OAU

Secretary-General should enter into consultations and negotiations with member

States and host governments as regardB new commitments and facilities making it

possible to choose the -optimum course of action, taking into account the proposals

contained in annexes 1 and 2 of the report, .'" ;,. ;
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.(l) . Report .arid ^ejjp^jnen^atip.ns of the -fo^-*1 Conference. of Chief Executives of

l and Subfregipnal Institutions ..- ■

276. A representative of the secretariat introduced docUffle^ji.E/ECA/CM.,ll/22 and

informed the Committee that it was presented for inforraation,.,.onlyB

■277. The Committee took note of the report,

(ra) Report of the. Regional Technical Committee for PADIS established by

resolution 4-98 (XIX) of 26 Hay 19.8.4

■278. A representative of the secretariat presented document E/ECA/CM.11/51 on the

discussion and recommendations of the PADIS Regional Technical Commitjee -'art its

first meeting held in Addis Ababa on 26 and 27 March 1985*'

279. Representatives sought information on progrecs; made:'"by PADIS in establishing

WADIS and to what extent funds had been mobilized. ' " ■ . ., :\n-yx~:-

280. The Committee was informed that the equipment and technical' staff for the

'launching of WAKLS'had already-been despatched- to the host country ap.d that the

agreement would be signed soon.

281. With regard to theviay EGA :hsd mobilized funds for PADIS, it was .explained

that on the basis of a resolution ""Of the Coamissio"!, UKDP aad^other dolors such

as IDRC and AH3 had been approached and provided .the fur; ds .with which PADIS was

established. ' ■

(n) Progress report gn_ the. JrifaBtTi&\ JfeyelpTmerA Decade in Africa

232. A representative of the secretariat introduced document: :E/ECA/CM.;ll/7 which

reported on the limited progress made in mobilizing funds £or the implementation

of the Decade Programme. ^ - ■ ■.. y .,,

283, In particular, the report highlighted the fact tttat the .money it ,l^ad bee}-?

hoped to obtain from the General Assembly for inter-country projects was not

forthcoming.

284. In view of the strategic importance of the Decade Programme, the Committee

decided to address a resolution to the General Assembly calling for more funds

for assisting member States to implement the Decade Programme.
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and Utilisation
(.) ^_ * «, Second Hegipaaa0pn|eiaceJ^o

of Mineral Besouroes in Africa

A representative of the secretariat introduce, document E/SSA/CU.II/53

development of atoeral resources. The Co^ittee took note of the rep

286. The Committee took note of the report.

(p)

planification (TDEP)

287. The Director of CT* produced document e/BCA/CK.U/53 which conned

proposals for future financing of IDEP namely:

(i) A steady and sustained increase in actual government contritions;

(ii) Securing of financing for seven posts in the regular budget of the

United Nations? and

(iii)
sources of funding since there is no doubt that OOP con-

would be reduced gradually and possibly stopped at the end

of the present decade.

the recommendation, -

289. The Committee decided to recommend the proposals for adoption by the

Conference of Ministers.
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Item 2

.- Fol^ow-iap actions on resolutions and decisions adopted; by, the nineteenth

session of the Commission and tenth meeting of the Conference of Ministers

290. A representative of the secretariat introduced the agenda item on documents

E/ECA/CM.11/15 and Add.l and Add.I/Rev.1. He drew particular attention to four

of the resolutions therein: 487 (XIX) on the Transport and Communications Decade

in ; Africa; S03 (XIX)s on Measures for the effective implementation of the

Substantial New Programme of Action in the African least developed countries; and

511 (XIX) and 512 (XIX) concerning the United Nations Decade fot Women. -

291. During the discussion that followed^ the' representative of Kenya pointed out

that the mission to his country referred.to in document E/ECA/CM.11/15 Add.l,

Annex II, paragraph 11 had not taken place.HorifeVer, he had held the necessary

consultations with his Government and he, was pleased to confirm that his country

was prepared to host the Meteorological Centreifor Africa; detailed, consultations

in that connection would, of course, ,be^ necessary. He was therefore prepared to

join in sponsoring the resolutionronc the creation of the African Centre of

Meteorological Applications for Development.

292. Finally, one representative state&'tnat it would be premature to include

the name of the prospective host country in any draft resolution concerning* the

creation of any centre"; he advocated waiting until after the adoption of its

constitution. ■■'-. - <■■■■..■ ' . - ■

Item 5 ..,:... |f ;

- Resolutions and decisions adopted by ECOSOC at its second rdguiiar. session

of 1984 and by the General Assembly at its thirty-ninth session in'the

economic and social sectors, that are of interest to Africa :r :■ 1...£,.-,■-;--

293„ A repr^&entatiy^.of the. secretariat introduced document E/ECA/CM.11/54 and

highlighted the difficulties in the adoption of the resolutions on the critical

economic situation in Africa (39/29), on the Industrial Development Decade for

Arrica C39/233), and on the United Nations Transport and Communications; Decade in

Africa/(39/230). He reminded participants that the resolution 6n the cfific'di

economic situation in Africa had already been reviewed by the Committee" under Part I

item 2 of its agenda and that the other resolutions had also been reviewed under the

appropriate topics.
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29ht In the ensuing discussion, one participant, referring to resolution 39/233

on the Industrial'Development Decade for Africa, wondered why the $5 million

allocated to UNID6 annually was ndt being used and requested the secretariats of

ECA and OAU to review the situation and facilitate the immediate use of the fund.

Item 4

- Programme of work and priorities of the Commission
-. '■ ' ' . ■ " ' :■ '. n'r

(a) Progress report on the implementation of the work programme and priorities

for the biennium, 1984-1985;

(b) Proposed programme of work and priorities, for the biennium^ 1936-1987;

295- A representative of the secretariat introduced documents E/ECA/CM.11/55 and

56 Saying that document E/ECA/CM.11/55 was meant to provide background to the

discussion of document E/ECA/CM.11/56. He reminded the Committee that changes

could be made in the programme during the biennium at the request of the legis

lative organs of ECA and the United Nations and/or at the discretion of programme

managers in accordance with the rules and regulations governing planning and prog

ramming in the Organization. Since the Committee for Programme and Co-ordination

(CPC) would be discussing programme proposals for 1986-1987 at its twenty-fifth

session in April/May 1985, he hoped the Committe coul,d examine the document

thoroughly and provide its views for transmission to CPC.

296. In the ensuing debate, a number of representatives returned to the problem of

resources, particularly for the MULPOC: One representative deplored the fact that

although that the Central African subregion was the most landlocked in Africa and

needed to develop its transport network, there was not a single transport expert

in the Yaound§"-based MULPOC; there was no industrial expert either. The secretariat

should take action in these two areas. The same representative also wondered why

some ECA publications were for sale while others were free. He did not see why ECA *,

should sell publications since one of its tasks was to provide information to

African countries.

' Another representative iterated his country's view that the present method of

assessing programme performance was superficial. It seemed that all activities

were given.equal weight, and no distinction was made between routine activities and

projects..The. result was that the MULPOC Directors complained of shortage of

resources while the staff they had were engaged in workaday activities.. His country

would also like member States to be actively involved in programme formulation:
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he suggested that the secretariat's proposals should be sent to member countries

for comment,and that a certain percentage of the programme, tied tb specific pledges,

could be left to countries' discretion. In that connection, he asked if projects

financed by pledges ffom member States had to be approved by the United Nations.

He also wondered why the United Nations system in general sent foreign experts to

Africa instead of using African experts.

298. I^ was suggested that the work programme of the Commission should be divided

into three parts: (i) routine activities, such as seminars, meetings, studies and

research work; (ii) advisory services to be rendered to member countries upon their

request; and (iii) proposals by the ECA secretariat on subregional and regional

co-operation. He asked where member States could learn what services they could

secure from the secretariat, on what terms, and how.

299. One representative said that projects in the Gisenyi-based MULPOC area planned

for 1982 had not been implemented for lack of financial and human resources, and

for that reason the Council of Ministers of the MULPOC had not wanted to approve

the draft work programme for the biennium 1986-1987. He maintained that staff

should be outposted to the MULPOCs.

."■'■'

300. The Executive Secretary said that the decision to sell documents or distribute

them free fell,within the nanagorial responsibilities of the Secretary-General. Even

when ECA documents were meant for sale however, the Commission had always distributed

them freely to member governments. Documents were invariably sold to institutions

and individuals.

301. The problem of outposting staff was being seriously considered. It would help

if member States could second some of their staff to the MULPOCs, as he had earlier

suggested, and support the applications made by the ECA secretariat to United

Nations Headquarters for increased resources.

302. The draft work programmes were prepared on the basis of decisions and recommenda

tions by the legislative bodies of ECA and other United Nations organs. It was the

duty of the Conference of Ministers to examine and pronounce on whatever proposals

the secretariat made. The secretariat was willing to involve member States more

intimately in the formulation of work programmes. It would mean a modification of

the existing process: the MULPOCs would have to begin the process of programme

formulation one year before the proposals were to go to CPC, the ECOSOC and the

General Assembly. Member States would also need to send in their reactions to the
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work programme in good time. Experience, however, had shown that member States

■-. practlcftily :never responded to such requests. •

303. ECA's resources were of £vo kinds, ie6ul^ 0*1. _ .x<uuagetary# Unfortunately,

while three years ago funds from extrnbudgetary, sources, which were usually used

for projects, had exceeded those from the regular budget the situation had since

changed. He urged member States to contribute to UNTPAD while at the same time

pressing for more resources from the regular budget. All resources made available

■■ to the United Nations fx\>m whatever source had to be programmed according to

.established procedure. .

30U. the secretariat would prepare a monograph on the advisory services it could

offer to member States. Indeed, the secretariat was in a position to provide

both advisory and consultancy services since in addition to its own resources it

,; could call on those of-the ECA-sponsorod institutions.1 ■

305. While the u£e of national experts in the execution of United Nations-financed

projects was a possibility, the normal implication of a request for technical

assistance was that the particular country had no expertise in the area concerned.

As for the use of African experts, ECA normally used African experts whose number

.:had been steadily increasing. In the case of UNDP-financed projects, it was the

prerogative of member States to determine the experts they would accept. No

--.United Nations agency could impose experts on member States. ■■<■•
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Item 5: •

The United Nations Trust Fund for African Development

(a) Progress report on the utilization of pledges for 1983 and 1984

("b) Programmes and projects for the 19,8,5, Pledging Conference

306... A representative of the secretariat introduced documents

. "Progress report on the utilization of pledged resources for 1983-1984", and

e/eCA/CM.II/58 » "Report on additional extrabudgetary resources required for the

biennium 1986-1987. under the United Nations Trust Fund for African Development

(UNTPAD)". He reported that out of total pledges of $US 7,626,273 for the period

1978-1983, $US 5F511f652 had "been paid by member States towards general funds

or specific projects. He updated the information contained in the report by

stating that since January 1985? when the document was prepared, additional payments

amounting to $US 152,794 had been made by Cameroon ($US 3,-822), Kenya ($QS 12,293),

Central African Republic ($US 10,961), Zimbabwe (ftQS 15,490), Lesotho (|US 15,000),

and Ghana ($US 90,297). The resources received had been used on 53 projects,

27 of which had been completed while 26 were under execution.

307. He pointed out that unpaid pledges still constituted a significant sum and

appealed to member States both to fulfil their earlier pledges and to pledge

additional sums during the forthcoming pledging conference. Letters had already

been sent to member States and donor institutions along with 24 project proposals,

half of which, in response to the current economic and social crisis, were in

the agricultural sector„

308. The Executive Secretary drew attention to the persistent decline in pledges

since the first pledging conference, held in Lagos in 1977= He paid tribute to ,,

countries that had honoured their pledges, appealed to those that had paid only-

part of their pledges to complete payment, and urged those that had pledged but not

paid and those that had never pledged to help provide the $US 8 million the

secretariat was requesting for 1986-I987,

309. jn -fc^ discussion that followed the representative of Cameroon urged the

secretariat to evolve a simplier format for reporting so that discrepancies in

reporting payments could be avoided.
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Item 6:

Staff and administrative questions

310. A re Present at ive of the secretariat introduced document e/eCa/CMoII/5'9 which

outlined the manner in which the secretariat had interpreted and implemented the

various decisions of the Conference of Ministers and other relevant United Nations

"bodies on personnel and administrative questions. He reported that the policy

of staff Africanization had continued to be vigorously pursued. Intensive efforts

had "been made to design programmes for training and staff development. Although

remarkable progress had been made in the training of French and English translators,

ECA continued to experience difficulties in translating documents into Arabic.

He expressed gratitude to the Libyan Arab Ja»aahariya for the grant it had provided

to the secretariat for the employment of Arabic translators, but said it would be

impossible to continue to handle the present quantity of Arabic translation in the

future without further extra budgetary resources. He also informed the Committee

that the General Assembly had in principle approved the project to construct new

conference facilities at BOA, and that arrangements were being made to commence

construction,

3U> A number of representatives commended tho secretariat for the work it had

"been able to do and assured it of their countries' continued support. The

representative of the Libyan Arab Jamahariya assured the Committee that his

Government would look into the possibility of extending its financial support for

the Arabic service in the secretariato

312. A few representatives questioned the figures given in the document on the

number of their nationals employed in the secretariat. They were reminded that

the figures had been correct on 18 February 1985, but there might have been some

staff movement since. Figures relating to the employment of the different

nationalities in the Organization as a whole were provided by New York, and

queries regarding those figures should be directed to United Nations Headquarters,

313. Questions were also raised on recruitment criteria, promotion procedures .

and priority for staff members already on board in filling vacant posts; the-:..
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3xeoutive'Secretary said that merit i-.as a basic consideration for "both recruit.nent

and promotion, although account was of course taken of the need for equitable

geographical distribution.

The Executive Secretary also spoke of his wish to expand the language

services, .in the secretariat. He appealed to member States to provide the means

to strengthen -the Arabic translation service in particular and to establish a

Portuguese service so that the Portuguese-speaking member States could derive

maximum benefit from the work of the Commission,
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Item 7: Preparations for the fortieth anniversary of the United Nations

315. A representative of the secretariat presented document e/kJA/CM.11/60

which outlined the activities planned to commemorate the fortieth anniversary

of the United Nations in the secretexiat and member States, ,

316. In the short discussion that followed it was stressed that in order to ^

avoid duplication, activities in individual countries would have to "be worked

out in close collaboration with local UNDP offices especially in the headquarters

countries of the MULP0Cso It was pointed out that the UKDP resident representatives

and resident co-ordinators in member States were also representatives of BOA,

and member States could co-ordinate their plans with them,

8« Any other "business

317. ^° issue waS raised under this item,

9e Date and venue of the seventh meeting of the Technical Preparatory Committee

of the Whole

318• Under this item, the secretariat proposed the following dates for the 1986

session of the Commission:

1. Meeting of Intergovernmental Committee of Least Developed

Countries 9-H April 1986

2. African Regional Co-ordinating Committee on the Integration

of Women in the Development Process 14-16 April 1985
«r

3. Seventh meeting of the Technical Preparatory Committee of

the Whole (TEPCCW) 14-21 April I986

4. Conference of Ministers of Least Developed Countries 22-23 April 1986

5. 21st Session of the Commission and 12th Meeting of the

Conference of Ministers Responsible for Economic Planning

and Development 24^29 April I986
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319. The Committee was reminded of the decision by the Conference of Ministers

at Rabat in 1979 that in alternate years the session would be held outside

headquarters at the invitation of any member State. The session had for various

reasons been held in Addis Ababa since 1983=. An invitation would be welcomed

for the 1986 session in order to return to the practice of holding the meetings

of the Commission away from its headquarters in alternate years,,

320. The Committee accepted the proposed dates of the next session in principle

and decided to recommend their approval by the Conference of Ministers,


